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The first time I met Eleanor, I thought I’d finally found her: the woman who would
change my life. Ultimately, I wasn’t wrong, but things didn’t work out exactly the way I
expected. Most of it came down to the stuff about the bombs.
##########
My mother and I were in a bad spot. I’d recently stormed out of a café on her, and our
relationship hadn’t recovered since then. We spoke by phone occasionally, but her voice always
had this tightness that seemed to be asking something of me, and I refused to grant it, mostly
because I didn’t know what that something was. If my mother had simply wanted forgiveness, I
might have been amenable, but she hadn’t asked forgiveness, and even if she had, I wasn’t
convinced she’d know what she was asking forgiveness for. My mother really wanted answers
about her own soul, I thought, and there was no way that I could possibly offer those.
The café incident could have been trivial, but nothing is ever trivial with my mother, and
anyway, all the trivialities we’d suffered over the course of my 28-year-old life had really started
to add up.
What happened was that we were sitting at a new sandwich shop in Park Slope. I lived a
couple blocks away, in a cockroach-infested sublet I adored, and my mother had come to visit for
the weekend. It was late May, just before both of our birthdays.
“Josephine,” my mother said between dainty bites of her cuban. “Do you want some
personal feedback?”
I looked at her. I’d eaten more of my sandwich than she had of hers. “Sure,” I said. “I’m
always open to feedback.” Over the years, I’d accepted her feedback that I ate popcorn in a
strange manner, and that a particular nervous tic I had with my tongue might make me seem odd
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to other people, and that my hair really looked best up, and that my body really looked best in
pants and not dresses or skirts. So I was expecting something along these lines.
“I love you,” my mother said, reaching for my hand. “I love you so much. But sometimes
you’re just not a very pleasant person to be around.”
I wanted to grab my hand away, but I thought this might just prove my mother’s point.
“Unpleasant in what way?” I said. I thought we’d just been eating and speaking—I hadn’t
realized my mother had been forming such judgments about me in her head.
“You know,” my mother said, looking around the café at the black and white photographs
hanging on the exposed brick walls. “You can seem so unappreciative. And as though your
attention is elsewhere. Distant, not engaged. It’s fine that you’re a subdued person. That you’re
never going to be very expressive. That’s all right. I accept that about you. But you should just
know how you come off. It’s as though nothing and no one is ever good enough for you.”
I stared at my mother. My heart beat, and I reconfigured my sense of who I was, and how
I appeared to others, and what my relationships with other people were like, and who my mother
was, and why she was telling me all this.
“Other people think this too?” I said.
My mother waved her hand. “More or less,” she said. “Your grandmother, my friends.
And I want you to know that I acknowledge that you have a... quiet way about you. And that’s
fine. Everyone’s different.”
“I’m confused,” I said. “What exactly did these other people say? If they had a problem
with me, why wouldn’t they tell me directly?”
“It’s not about what they said,” my mother said. “I’m just sharing feedback with you.”
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An image of three phone lines, between my mother, my grandmother, and some other,
mysterious antagonist, appeared in my head. It was a closed triangle that both kept me out and
placed my image at its center.
“I don’t understand,” I said. “What is it you want from me?”
My mother stared. “What?” she said.
“Is there something you want me to do differently while I’m with you? To make you feel
like I’m engaged, that I can be pleasant with you?”
“This isn’t about me,” my mother said.
She was infuriating, I thought, yet I desperately wanted to make her happy. Her feedback
had unsettled me, had put me on the defensive, and before I could stop myself, I was attempting
to regain lost ground.
“I’m not smiling enough?” I guessed. “You don’t find me open? Are there things about
me that you want to know, but don’t?” At one point in my life, I’d told my mother about every
date I’d gone on, every romance that broke up. Over the past couple years, wary of her
judgments, I’d stopped.
As I looked at my mother’s furrowed eyebrows, I realized that the woman simply didn’t
like me very much. She just couldn’t say it.
“You just don’t like me,” I said.
My mother sighed. “I never said that,” she said. “If you think that, maybe you just don’t
like yourself.”
The café suddenly seemed airless, our table itself a mirrored carousel. Was it me who
disliked myself, my mother who disliked me, my mother who disliked herself, me who disliked
my mother, or some combination of all these? My mind swirled around and around, moving from
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one possibility to the next. I’d never been able to tell, entirely, where my mother’s animosities
ended and where I began.
“I’m going to go,” I said. I rose and bent over to kiss my mother on her cheek. Its
softness had always felt profane to me. It made me want to wipe off my lips. I’d always preferred
my father’s cheeks, freshly sloughed and smelling of aftershave. “Love you, bye,” I said.
“Josephine, wait a second,” my mother said. But I’d already banged open the café door
and run down the street, back towards my apartment. My mother left directly from the café to get
on a plane back to Minneapolis, and I didn’t see her again for six months.

Back in my bedroom, after I’d fled the café, I called my grandmother.
“Do you think I’m unpleasant?” I cried into the phone. “If you do, why don’t you just tell
me that straight? Talk about it with me?”
My grandmother attempted to soothe me. “Your mother,” she sighed, “has never been
especially delicate with her words. It’s really only gotten worse since your father died.” My
father had been dead for five years, and while I can appreciate that grieving is a long, uneven
process, I didn’t like thinking that “cruelty towards your own daughter” could be one of its
stages.
My grandmother told me she’d never said anything of the sort, but that I should respect
my mother, because she was the only one I had. By the time I went to bed, I just felt more lonely
and confused. Half the night I spent fearing that my mother had revealed something ugly about
me, which could explain why my romances were always collapsing and my career had never
really taken off. The other half the night, I thought that this fear of mine, and my shifting at the
café to figure out what my mother wanted from me and how to make her happy, were the real
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problem. That if I stopped taking her words as the gospel truth, I might vastly improve my own
life.
But my mother’s words had echoed so deeply within me for so long, screaming at me
when I mounted the back of a boy’s bike, helmetless, or looking askance at me when my hair
frizzed or I forgot which fork to take at a fancy place setting, that it seemed an impossible task to
just stop taking everything she said so seriously. My mother’s truths had their own shape, and as
they broke down in my mind, so did my idea of myself and my own contours. As I finally drifted
off to sleep, after completing half a crossword puzzle, I felt ghostly and permeable, both
degraded and in sync with the summer night air. The sound of the subway rattled beneath me,
bringing me back to earth.

I woke up groggy. I made myself coffee and considered how to handle my mother going
forward. Why should I tell her anything, I thought, if she could so easily contort other people’s
realities into her own fictions? She heard what she wanted to hear from me, from my
grandmother, from her friends.
So for the summer and into the fall, I stuck to the basics on our phone calls, which made
me both happier and lonelier. I told my mother what I was eating and where I’d gone and what
movies I’d watched and which books I’d read, but I skimmed the surface with her, fearing that if
I offered her anything deeper, she’d torque it to her own whims. That if I made myself vulnerable
with her, asked for her advice about anything, she’d come in for some pitying or chide me about
my shortcomings in a way that would just make me feel worse. And as I tried to think about
where it had all gone wrong between my mother and me, I couldn’t help but believe that
whatever was wrong between us now had been wrong between us from the very beginning. My
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mother once told me she’d always hoped her first child would be a boy. She thought it would be
easier, she said.
##########
My mother always seemed to reserve the best parts of herself for people who weren’t her
children. When I was younger, I’d sneak down the stairs to hear her whispering into the phone
with a friend, or to look in at a dinner party teeming with laughter and wine and exotic food: She
made spicy som tum from shredded papaya and chicken marsala flavored with wine. On these
evenings, when my parents had company, my father dimmed the dining room lights just so,
making the house glow in a way it never did when it was just our family. My parents often went
out with friends, to new restaurants and films, and my mother dressed up for these outings in a
way that made her look different from the person I knew at home, in the daytime.
My mother hated packing lunches and attending swim meets and driving us to soccer
practice, but she loved to frost elaborate cakes for our birthday parties and make hot cocoa for
our friends when we came in from sledding. She loved to play host, to gather people together and
hear the echoes of new voices under our roof. There were different versions of my mother, I
understood, and the most glamorous version had nothing to do with me.
When I had my mother to myself, I made her tell me stories. About the time she lived in
New York in the 80s, and the year she spent in Thailand, in the Peace Corps. She told me about
the pair of white, Marks and Spencer underwear she owned that allegedly belonged to Mick
Jagger—her old friend Tara was once commissioned to paint his dresser, and my mother asked
her to steal something; this is what she got.
I was never one of those girls who fantasized about the perfect wedding dress and
husband. The sense I got from my mother was that life’s real romance had to do with wandering
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the globe and making ends meet in Manhattan, by yourself, and that once you married and settled
down with kids, all that was over for good.
There was this professional, black and white photograph of my mother that sat in our
study, from the time she worked in development at the ballet. Her hair was perfectly cropped, her
thin lips and light freckles and dark eyes looking elegant and crisp. Sometimes when I walked by
the frame, I thought: Who is that? That’s no woman I know.
##############
In late September, I started working on graduate school applications for the anthropology
programs I’d been eying since I graduated college, six years ago. I was making fine money as an
archivist at a center on the Lower East Side, but not the kind of money that would allow me to
relocate across the country, should I get in.
“Will your parents help you?” my coworker, Sunny, asked me. We were eating lunch
together on the back patio. The leaves hadn’t yet turned.
“Well,” I said, “my father’s dead, and my mother believes that her money is hers alone,
not mine. Or my sister’s. She needs to save it in case of an emergency.”
“An emergency like what?” Sunny said. “Climate change? Like she’s going to use the
funds to relocate to Mars, when the planet burns up?”
I shook my head. I tried to explain how, growing up, I’d always felt this sense of
imminent disaster. I’d always wondered if that’s what all the dinner parties were about. My
parents’ way of forestalling doom. It hadn’t worked, of course—my father had died young
anyway. What I couldn’t understand was why now, after our brand of familial apocalypse had
actually passed, my mother couldn’t just relax a little. The worst had happened. My mother had
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nothing to really fear aside from her own eventual death. And she was in her early 60s, in good
health—no closer to obliteration than anyone else in her cohort.
“Okay, but what if you got into graduate school,” Sunn said. “Would things be different
then? And what about other rich relatives? You must have some uncle with money, or
something.”
I told Sunny that once upon a time, my grandmother had set aside money for a nose job
for me. Every time I saw her, I caught her eying the bump on my nose, as though assessing with
each visit whether it had grown or shrunk. Your nose keeps growing, she’d said, long after the
rest of you stops. I’d told her that was some Pinocchio bullshit and my mother had told me to
watch my language. In fact, my grandmother was correct.
And now, there was $6,000 sitting in some safe for me in D.C., allotted for just a nose job
and nothing else.
“To tap into it would assault my sense of dignity,” I said.
“I feel like your mother could be reasoned with,” Sunny said. “On some level, she must
know that your education is more important than some cosmetic procedure.”
The problem was that Sunny had grown up in Vermont, with parents who bought her
hiking boots for Christmas. She had no sense of the shtetl mentality that filtered through my own
bloodlines, no idea of what it was like to grow up with a mother whose friends were all
purchasing larger breasts and tighter vaginas and Botox and valuing small doses of poison that
could trick men and serve as some kind of magic. That was the only real fantasy in those
women’s lives—that you could buy youth, that you could suggest that it was exteriors that
indicated genuine goodness and worth.
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“Your nose isn’t that big,” Sunny said to me, leaning over the table to appreciate both
sides of my profile.
I told Sunny that when my father was 12, he got hit in the face with a baseball bat and
broke his nose. Before the doctor repaired it, they asked him if he wanted a new nose while they
were at it. My father and his parents agreed on a new nose, but at the last moment, before he
went under anesthesia, my father requested a different, smaller nose. He still had that nose,
which was slightly too small for his face. And because of that, I don’t look much like either of
my parents.
“Probably for the best,” Sunny said.
That was the day that Sunny and I really became friends.
##############
Now you’ll be asking me how my father died, and how it affected me, and all that. The
fact is that my father traveled for much of my childhood, so I never got to know him very well.
He made deals between IT companies in India and the UK, attended conferences for corporate
lawyers in Stockholm and Vilnius, and networked in Barcelona and Hong Kong. When I was a
child, I used to fantasize that he was lying to all of us—that actually, the unclear contours of his
own work suggested espionage or a great affair he was leading out of my mother’s sight, rather
than my own inability to comprehend what a corporate lawyer actually did. My father hated ever
having to explain anything twice. He’d look at you with a withering stare and say something
along the lines of, “I just told you. Weren’t you listening?” Whenever I went to my mother with
questions about my father’s occupation, she’d just say something like, “I always figured I was
too dumb to understand.” It was curious to me that this was her perspective, and I often
wondered if my father had reinforced that insecurity of hers.
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When I was twenty-three, my father died in a drunk driving accident for which he may or
may not have been at fault. He maintained a cellar full of expensive, international wines, which
he arranged by region, and he drank about three bottles per week. In college, I’d once asked my
mother about my father’s drinking habits and she’d merely said, “your father is a paragon of
restraint.” Given the traveling and the thousands of bottles of wine, I was skeptical. But nothing
bad had ever happened to him, until his collision on a January evening.
“Why was he on the road at 11pm?” I asked my mother when I flew home for the funeral.
“He was getting groceries for me,” my mother said through tears.
“At 11pm?” I said. “What kinds of groceries?”
“You’re so paranoid,” my sister Gracie shouted at me. “Mom’s upset, Dad’s dead, and
you’re questioning the story and making Mom feel bad about what happened. It’s not her fault
she wanted milk, or tea, or whatever it was on that night. It was an accident, it was all the other
car’s fault. Stop blaming Mom and Dad. You’re an adult, and you know better.”
I’d said nothing of the sort, of course, but it wasn’t worth arguing with Gracie: My
mother always took her side. To ask more questions would only incur their wrath.
##############
Sunny and I grew closer, traversing the city by train. We recorded oral histories all over
the five boroughs, and even upstate. I’d never worked so closely with someone before, for so
long. We learned to accommodate each other, when one of us got hungry out in the field or had
to use the restroom when we were in an inconvenient locale. Together we learned that if you
walk into a grocery store and say, “it’s an emergency,” the employees will let you pee without
making you buy anything.
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We were a funny pair. Sunny was short and smiley with reddish hair. She was voluptuous,
like a 1950s pin-up, I sometimes thought. People were drawn to her warmth and her open,
gregarious manner. But unlike my mother, Sunny seemed to respect the fact that I wasn’t like
this, that I was more contained and serious.
“You’re just kind of mysterious,” Sunny said to me. “Sometimes I wish I was like that.”
“People trust you, though,” I said. “You can talk to anyone.”
“Men like you,” she said. “They just want to be my friend.”
“They want to unearth something in me,” I said. “And when they find it, they’re done.
The men who like you will really like you, for who you are, not for who they think you are.”
“I don’t know if that makes any sense,” Sunny said. “No one really knows who anyone
ever is.”
We didn’t always have something to say to each other, and over time, our silences
became comfortable.
##############
As I finished up my personal statements, about my research interests and deep desire to
understand women of the past, I began dreading Thanksgiving. I knew my mother would want
my sister and me to fly home for the holiday, and I didn’t feel prepared to face my mother again.
In the years since my sister and I had left for college, my mother had begun designing
increasingly elaborate family meals. We were old enough to appreciate it now, she said. And I
felt I had to rise to some challenge—to be worthy of what she now had to offer. Over the past
few years, I’d eaten mostly take-out and ramen and microwave grits as I tried to afford life in
New York. Whenever I came home, the food confused me about which reality was actually mine,
how it was possible that in New York I could broke and penny pinching, while back home, for a
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few days at a time, I could enjoy fresh halibut or lamb or whatever my mother had decided to
prepare for the week.
My mother picked me up from the airport. When I got in the car, she was biting her nails.
“I got everything for the sweet potatoes,” my mother said. “And chocolate pecan pie,
your favorite.”
“Thanks,” I said. “I’m excited for it.”
“Do you want anything else?” my mother said. “We can pick something up at the grocery
store on the way home.”
“I’m fine,” I said. “Whatever you make will be great.”
“Are you sure?” my mother said. “I’m more than happy to stop. I just want you to be
happy.”
“I’m fine!” I said.
“I got you some apples and yogurt for the morning.”
“I appreciate it,” I said.
“Maybe it’s time we buy you a plane ticket for April. Do you want to come in for
Passover?” my mother said.
I closed my eyes. “Can we get through Thanksgiving before we start talking about the
next time I come home?” I said. I was exhausted already.
My mother began telling me about her friend Vivian’s impending divorce. Vivian was
still living with her soon-to-be-ex-husband, whom my mother said she’d always found cruel. The
man was too critical of Vivian, according to my mother. He’d always been too particular, and it
had already driven away three wives. Now it was driving away the fourth. Luckily for my
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Vivian, the man had agreed to give significant financial support to his soon-to-be-ex, even after
they parted ways for good.
My mother sighed. “Some women,” she said, “are just better than others at getting men to
give them things. Women like you and me, we just have to rely on other things.”
“Other things?” I said. “Like what, ourselves?”
My problem was that I could always feel when there was a fault in my mother’s logic, but
I could never pinpoint, in the moment, exactly what it was.
When we got home, my sister was in the kitchen.
“Let’s ask your sister,” my mother said. “Don’t you think that some women are better
than others at getting men to give them things?”
My sister, Gracie, shrugged. Her boyfriend had just gotten a raise and bought her a fancy
pair of stilettos for her birthday. They’d come wrapped in colored tissue paper, inside a box tied
with a ribbon. The box also contained a fabric bag, with the brand name, in which to keep the
shoes nice. “All relationships are about who’s got the upper hand,” she said. But when she
modeled the shoes for us, I saw her hide a wince. She tottered, and the shoes seemed to pinch her
feet.
##############
Gracie is two years younger than I am, but sometimes people think that she is older. She’s
more decisive. If you were leading a marketing team, or pitching new business, she’s the kind of
person you’d want on your side. I’d be standing around saying things like, “well, if you don’t
want to buy this, I understand, I don’t want to push” while she’d refuse to break eye contact as
she enumerated every reason you’d be an idiot not to take her offer.
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As soon as Gracie was old enough to walk and grab, she began stealing my clothes. They
never fit her—I’m much taller—so I figured she was in it for sport. She’d prance into the kitchen
wearing a sparkling pink turtleneck or a green halter top and it would take me a moment to
realize it was mine.
“Give that back,” I said.
“It’s mine now,” she said.
“I’ll tell Mom if you don’t give it back,” I said.
“Go ahead,” my sister said. “It’s just a shirt.”
“Mom!” I shouted. “Gracie stole my clothes again.”
“Calm down,” my mother said. “You’re giving me a headache. No yelling from other
rooms.”
My mother took Gracie’s side because she was more subdued. My mother could never
get behind a daughter motivated by anger.
All those years I lived under the same roof as Gracie, it felt violating that she could come
into my room whenever she pleased, to take whatever she wanted. It made me doubt that
anything ever really belonged to just me. But as soon as I left home, I started thinking about how
I’d had something my sister wanted. It was about more than shirts, I knew, but I was still trying
to figure it out.
I looked at Gracie, trying to figure out what it was that I had, that she wanted.
“What are you looking at? Stop looking at me like that,” she said, turning her back to me.
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My mother decorated the Thanksgiving table with red placemats and gold chargers and
little plastic gourds. My sister and I helped my mother prepare the cucumber salad and the
mashed potatoes, and she made the turkey and sweet potatoes herself.
When we sat down to the meal, my sister spoke about her promotion and her friend’s
wedding, and my parents discussed their upcoming ski plans. My mother mentioned that she’d
recently gone to see a friend’s son in St. Paul. He and his wife had just had a baby.
“It would be nice to be a grandmother,” my mother sighed. I felt grateful, not ashamed,
that her eyes were darting towards Gracie and not towards me.
No one mentioned my father. His ghost just hovered over us, his stern eyes staring out
from his photograph on the buffet. My mother, Gracie, and I were still stiff in his absence.
“Let’s have a toast,” my mother finally said. “To your father and the cellar of wines he
left behind.”
Obviously, Jews don’t believe in transubstantiation, but as we drank the pinot noir, I felt
more than ever my own father’s blood coursing through me, something I could never really
escape.
##############
I remembered another Thanksgiving, years ago, when my father was still alive. It might
have been the first Thanksgiving after I left for college, or maybe the second, I couldn’t
remember exactly. Things had been mostly fine until the Friday after the holiday. We’d washed
and dried all the dishes, placed aluminum foil over all the leftovers and situated them in the
fridge, and cleaned all the linens. The mahogany dining room table was back to its bare, usual
state. Before lunch, my father walked into the kitchen and asked my mother why there were
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boxes next to the basement door. His birthday was coming up in a week, and my mother had told
me she’d hidden his gifts down there.
“Aren’t you being nosy,” my mother said as she sliced leftover turkey for sandwiches.
My sister and I were upstairs in our bedrooms, but my door was open so I could hear my parents’
conversation below.
“How many times have I told you to never leave anything on the floor, by doorways!” my
father shouted. “You’ve got no concern for me, or for others, who might trip. Do you want me to
fall? Do you want me to break my neck? Do you want me dead?”
“I’m sorry, I’m sorry, you know how forgetful I am,” my mother said.
“Apology accepted,” my father said gruffly.
After a few minutes, my father called Gracie and me down for lunch. “Now, girls, get off
your cell phones or whatever you’re doing up there and come spend time with your parents.”
I shut my book and immediately headed towards the stairs, but Gracie took her time.
“I heard that,” I said at the table.
“Heard what?” my mother asked.
“Dad yelling at you,” I said.
“I’ve never yelled,” my father said.
“Your father never yelled,” my mother said.
“Why are you always worried about what other people are doing in their relationships?”
Gracie said to me.
After lunch, my mother cornered me in the laundry room.
“Why do you always have to make such a fuss about what your father says?” my mother
said. “You don’t know anything about how marriage works.”
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It was true—I’d never even brought home a boyfriend.
“So I heard wrong?” I said, beginning to doubt what I heard from my room, and what
actually constituted a raised voice.
“One of the five secrets of effective communication,” my mother said, her hand on the
washing machine, “is to acknowledge the truth in what the other person is saying. That’s how
relationships work.”
I thought about this. “So he did yell at you?” I said. “You were trying to hurt him.”
My mother didn’t look at me. “We’re never fully conscious of our own impulses,” she
said.
“You want him dead,” I said.
My mother sighed. “I love your father. We all make sacrifices to stay married.”
“And what sacrifices is he making for you?” I said.
My mother waved her hand around, as if to indicate the rest of the house. “I live a good
life,” she said. “I want for nothing. He’s putting in a new staircase. I drink good wine, I get to
travel the world with him, on his dime. He’s bought me French lessons, and he’s recently raised
my allowance. He’s really a very generous man, if you could believe it.”
For the first time in my life, I felt sorry for my mother. She lived in a gilded cage, like a
fancy little cat, who had to meow if she wanted milk. I wondered if it was the same for all
women who married men who had money or made money or whatever.
I didn’t say anything, and my mother sighed. “I don’t understand what you want from
me. Tell me what you want me to do. Do you want me to leave your father?”
“That’s not my business,” I said. “You can’t ask me that.”
“What do you think my problem is then? Tell me. What’s wrong with my life?”
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My mother looked at me, straight into my eyes. My heart beat, and I felt my answer to
this question might mean everything in the world.
“I don’t know,” I said.
“Yes, you do,” my mother said, and I realized it all rode on me. Whatever was going on
between my mother and father, it rested on me to diagnose, then wave some magic wand to make
it disappear. And if I didn’t, I’d be to blame.
“No, I don’t,” I said.
“You just want to shame me for the way I live, yet you have no answers of your own,”
my mother said.
I began crying then, unable to gather any language together to tell my mother why.
“Come on, what’s wrong?” my mother said. “Tell me. Tell me why you’re upset.”
I shook my head and walked to my bedroom, which my mother had transformed into her
study in the years since I’d left home. Her books on Freud, attachment theory, substance abuse,
and behavioral therapy lined my shelves. My mother had found so many ways in which to
diagnose other people, and none with which to diagnose herself. She followed me, sitting on the
bed with me and gripping my arms. She was tearing up now.
“I don’t want to lose you. Just tell me what I can do to make this right. I just want you
back.”
“Don’t touch me,” I said, yanking my arms away from her.
My sister knocked on my door and entered before either of us could welcome her in.
“What’s wrong with Josephine?” she said. “Are you okay?”
“I’m fine! I’m fine!” I said. I didn’t understand why it was so hard for the both of them to
leave me alone.
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My sister and mother looked at me with pity. Later, I heard my father ask my mother if I
was all right. I felt, as I so often did, that I was both at the center of and excluded from some
kind of triangle. That while my mother and father and sister were all discussing me, and my
disruptive sensitivities, their concern for me had little to do with me at all. When I looked in the
mirror, for the rest of that Thanksgiving weekend, my face seemed to get uglier and uglier, hour
by hour, day by day.

I told this story to Sunny once, on a long train ride.
“Does your mother blame herself for the crash?” Sunny said. “Do you think she actually
wanted him dead?”
What I didn’t tell Sunny was that question really seemed beside the point. Many people,
on some level, wanted someone dead, at least part of the time. But a thought, or a fantasy, so
rarely translated into action. There were times I thought about walking in front of a bus, but for
whatever reason, I knew I’d never do it. So, sure, I too wondered if, on occasion, my mother
might wonder what her life might be like with my father gone. Perhaps she didn’t stop him when
he drank wine, then got behind the wheel of a car. But he was the one who’d taken the drinks,
and he was the one who turned on the ignition, and pulled out of the driveway, and forgot to turn
his lights on. My mother had nothing to do with that.
##########
Sunny and I were on a new assignment, cataloging images and oral histories from the
Stonewall era. The Center where we worked was partnering with another organization out on the
West Coast; the activists whose stories we wanted to capture had moved back and forth between
San Francisco and New York over the past fifty years. San Francisco had been a queer utopia,
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many of them told us, in the years between the Stonewall riots in New York and the onset of the
AIDS crisis, in the early 80s. In other words, there’d been about ten good years, in the whole
history of the United States of America, for real sexual freedom. It was so hard not to fetishize
the past.
Sometimes when I read a transcript about how the queer community had banded together,
or I looked at a photograph of young activists with their arms around each other, it made me
want to cry. This sounds sappy, and it is, but I’d been in a sensitive headspace since my mother
and I had gotten in our fight back in May. I was desperate for some new kind of warmth. When I
saw a mother touch her daughter’s shoulder on the subway, or I watched a film about divorcing
parents trying to take care of their children, I got teary-eyed. These feelings washed over me at
Target and in line for the post office and on subway platforms and at coffee shops. I just felt
tender and porous all the time. It wasn’t good for city living.
When I first arrived in New York, at 22, I’d fallen in love with being around so many
people, everywhere I turned. It made me feel less lonely. Now, all these people’s wounds and
mysteries started to bump up against me in a way that overwhelmed me. There was just too
much, everywhere. I’d developed a kind of protective sheen of irony and impassivity over the
years, but with Sunny and the work at the Center and my ongoing conflict with my mother, I felt
it disappearing. I’d been staving off real feeling for so long, and it was all rushing back in on me.
I went to the bank one day to cash a check and hardly recognized my pale face in the grainy
surveillance television. I just kept staring and staring until the teller called out: “Next!”
##########
My proposal for graduate school revolved around feminine beauty standards in historical,
Ashkenazi Jewish communities. I wanted to think about how women dressed and made up their
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faces and wore their hair, before and after they started assimilating to Western European culture.
How they passed certain beauty rituals down to their daughters. But after working at the Center
some days, I lost faith in my own proposed project, thinking that instead of digging into the past
via academia and some arcane dissertation, I should be doing one of two things: accessing the
past via real, living people who were still around, or—and this seemed the greatest challenge of
all—trying to come up with something new, to simply reject those beauty standards instead of
trying to understand them better.
Sunny wasn’t much help.
“You’re going to do an entire project on appearances, spend years researching
appearances, when you’re really trying to become someone who doesn’t care about them at all,”
she said. “It doesn’t make a ton of sense to me.”
Sunny was also thinking about applying to graduate school, but in a totally different field:
She wanted to study the poetry of courtly love.
“They’re not only about the body, or carnality, or appearances. They’re also about
transcendence,” she said. Yet for the first time in her life, Sunny’s ideas of love had materialized
in the form of a real person. Over the past few months, she’d fallen for her downstairs neighbor,
who took her hiking, bird watching, and biking upstate and around Brooklyn. She’d never really
liked sex until she met him, she told me. Sunny’s own attitude towards love had always been so
much less carnal than mine: where she faulted me for confusing lust with love, I’d always
thought she confused friendship for desire. She valued party banter, while I always went for that
searing look across a crowded room. Love, I believed, was supposed to start in the bedroom and
radiate out, not the other way around. But now it was Sunny, not me, who was in a happy
situation.
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“I don’t understand. Your mother’s a gynecologist,” I said. Whenever Sunny’s other
friends or I had strange rashes or pains or birth control questions, we asked Sunny to text her
mother. We’d get straightforward, non-judgmental answers we couldn’t count on from our own
mothers.
Sunny laughed. “What does that have to do with anything?” she said.
“I always figured that people whose parents were more open about bodies had better
sex,” I said.
“It’s about the other person, not about who your parents are,” Sunny said.
“I don’t think you’re right,” I said. “But I’m happy you’re happy.”
“How was the date with Michael?” Sunny said.
I shrugged. “It was fine. I didn’t feel like kissing him. I kept thinking about Ben.”
“Ben drove you crazy,” Sunny said.
“He did not,” I said. “He could be sweet. But maybe I want to be driven crazy.”
“That there,” Sunny said. “That’s your problem.”

In early December, our boss, Tracy, assigned us to interview a woman down in
Bensonhurst. In the early 1960s, she’d left her husband for a woman, then the pair had moved
back in with the husband to raise three kids. The husband had since died, the children had moved
out of the house, and the women were still together. One worked in book publishing.
“I thought this was all about Stonewall?” I said.
My boss shrugged. “The direction now is about alternative family structures,” she said.
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The women lived in an apartment above a periodontist. Orange and green floral
wallpaper climbed from floor to ceiling. The couches still had plastic on them. When Sunny and
I sat down, our legs stuck. For this interview, Sunny recorded while I asked the questions.
“How did you find the strength, in the late 60s, to set up this unusual configuration?” I
said. “What did the neighbors say?”
The woman with the librarian glasses, the one who worked in publishing, responded. “It
was the 60s, and we wanted to live authentic lives, neighbors be damned. Linda had done some
farming on communes. She’d seen how to make things work if you just throw together a bunch
of people who are committed to living sustainably, making crops grow. And the three of
us—Linda, Bob, and I—we just decided we’d commit ourselves to one family. It’s not like there
weren’t conflicts—we fought like any other couples do—but we talked about them, and we came
up with a stable arrangement that worked for 40 years. We always had a third person to do the
dishes.”
Linda nodded. “We made sure to never gang up on each other. If I was angry at Bob
about how he’d been late to pick up the kids, or about how he’d left all the pans out for us to
wash, I told him directly. That was the rule. If I was mad at Bob, I had to go to him, instead of
just complaining to Marianne.”
The three of us spoke into microphones, which made the whole thing feel more official
than conversational. During these interviews, I was always more aware of the sound of my voice
and of my own breathing patterns. Sometimes I held my breath, then breathed away from the
microphones, only wanting the best of me to get preserved for posterity. How did I know who
might pick up these tapes in five, ten, fifteen years? I thought about some future strangers,
hearing me ask a question then conjuring up an entire vision of me in their minds. We got so few
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chances to reach out across the decades and airwaves—I wanted to sound like someone a
stranger might trust.
I was dying to know what these people’s sex lives had been like, if they’d all been
sleeping together, or if Bob had ventured off on his own, but that was far beyond the scope of the
interview. I was nothing if not professional, sticking to Tracy’s scripts, never prodding my
interviewees for any information they didn’t easily volunteer. This kept me employed and on
good terms with Tracy, but it was confounding to me that I could go out to these people’s homes,
and get their life stories, and still feel so far away from them.
“God,” I said on the subway to Sunny, while we traveled back to the office. “Aren’t you
curious what the sexual situation was like over there?”
Sunny looked at me. “Not really,” she said. “I just wanted to ask about that wallpaper.”
I listened back to the tapes the next day. What surprised me most was that while
Marianne and Linda sometimes had conflicting accounts of events—where Bob first met Linda,
for example—this never seemed to bother them. Linda remembered moving into the house
during an August heat wave, while Marianne thought Linda had moved in during a winter
blizzard. But their overall impressions were similarly happy. The women had been angry for
years that they had to hide a piece of themselves at work, and they lied to employers and
coworkers about their domestic lives. But back home, with three incomes and three kids to keep
them busy, things felt mostly solid and peaceful. On that point, Linda and Marianne
wholeheartedly agreed.
“Do you think their kids would say the same?” I asked Sunny.
“Yeah,” she said. “I do. Don’t you think we could hear it in their voices, if there was
something they weren’t acknowledging? Everything seemed to be so out in the open.”
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There were days on this project when I felt so poorly equipped to handle the subject
matter. What in the world did I know about alternative family structures? What in the world did
anyone know about any family other than her own? I felt as distant as ever from anything
resembling family. My sister and I hadn’t spoken since Thanksgiving, and my phone calls with
my mother were as tense as ever. “I feel like I’m always walking on eggshells with you,” she’d
said the last time I’d called.
I’d also been single for nearly a year, since Ben and I split up. Sunny was right: He had
driven me crazy. He’d refused to tell me he loved me and expected me to lift his spirits while
denigrating the extent of my own struggles. It had always seemed that I needed to be the happy
one, since he was the one on antidepressants.
“See? Your mother’s not so bad,” he’d said to me the first May we were together. “She
called you to wish you ‘happy birthday.’”
Maybe he thought that if he matched her level of involvement in my life, he’d be doing
just fine. But I also knew that I was at fault here, wanting Ben to be someone different from who
he’d taught me to believe him to be: someone who avoided closeness, who had never really
learned to share. I’d been too bright eyed when he’d invited me to meet his friends and family.
“It’s just awkward for me,” he’d said. “I introduced them all to my last girlfriend, and
then we broke up.”
“So don’t break up with me,” I’d said, and he just kind of stared.
Despite all this, I missed waking up next to him and grabbing coffee in the mornings and
eating at the diner down the street where we always ordered one savory dish, one sweet, then ate
off each other’s plates. I knew that I could take myself out to a diner, that there was nothing
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stopping me from ordering one omelet and one order of ricotta pancakes and boxing up the
leftovers, but I never did.
Months after the break up, I dreamed that Ben and I walked along a snowy ridge, then sat
on an icy bench where he finally told me he loved me. In that dream, I also had a hairy chest,
pale and acne-pocked like his. When I woke up, at first I wondered if Ben was somehow
communicating with me from across the city, wherever he was now. Then I realized, no, when it
came to him, I was only ever in conversation with my own mind.

My interviewees didn’t need to know about any of this, of course, and I didn’t volunteer
any information about myself. Neither did Sunny. Occasionally, interviewees would say, “ooh,
you’re pretty” or ask us how the train ride had been. Sometimes they’d offer us tea and tell us
that Tracy had sung our praises. I’d say something about the weather or about my plans for later,
or I’d discuss how I’d gotten the job. But that was the extent of our interactions.
For the most part, my interviewees were good sports. They readily told their stories to
Sunny and me, detailing how they’d fought for people to accept same sex love and fought, in
general, to be seen.
So I’d learned to accept that kind of professional remove, even if it wasn’t what I really
wanted. And then, Eleanor appeared in my life. Or invited me into hers.

Tracy gave us the assignment in mid-December. At one point in the early 1970s, she said,
Eleanor Johnston had set off a small bomb in the San Francisco area, briefly led an underground
group of militant lesbian separatists, then spearheaded a number of consciousness raising circles
for women around the Bay Area.
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“The thing is,” Tracy said, leaning back in her leather chair, “I know Eleanor personally,
and she can be difficult.”
“In what way?” Sunny said.
“Don’t trust everything she says,” Tracy said. “Or, at least, ask follow up questions.”
“Then why are we interviewing her to begin with?” I said.
“I feel she’s an important part of the story, if not the most wholesome part of the story,”
Tracy said. “At her best, she was incredibly effective. She helped so many women gain
autonomy at a time when most of us were really reliant on men. Eleanor set up free, community
‘women’s’ classes —‘women’s’ was just code for ‘lesbian’ in those days—so that women could
learn to fix their own cars and manage their own finances. She was really a force. It was
important for women to get together in those days, to share the skills they’d learned and discuss
issues they thought they’d been alone in having. That’s what you’ll be asking Eleanor about.”
“She actually sounds pretty great,” I said.
Tracy shook her head from side to side. “You remember Linda and Marianne?
Straightforward, communicative, thoughtful. Eleanor Johnston’s not like that. There’s a
difference between living honestly and setting off small bombs. Although she’ll tell you that you
can only live honestly if you set off the bombs to begin with. Or she won’t mention the bombs at
all and tell you she has no idea what you’re talking about. Depends on her mood, on what day
you catch her.”
“She’s an unreliable narrator,” Sunny said, and Tracy agreed, sure, Eleanor Johnston was
something like that.
“And she doesn’t like you because she thinks you’re not setting off bombs,” Sunny said.
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“Right,” Tracy said. “She’ll tell you I’m a fake because I do fundraising, and I have a
board to which I’m responsible. Not to sound hostile. But I’m going to head this one off, because
I know exactly what this woman is going to say about me.”
Sunny and I thanked her, then turned to go.
“This is going to sound petty and unprofessional, and maybe it is,” Tracy said. “But be
careful. Eleanor doesn’t have a great track record in the romance department. Especially with
young women. It’s probably not my place to say that kind of thing, but you’re my employees,
and I’ve got decades on you, and I’d feel personally responsible if—”
Here, Tracy trailed off and looked away from Sunny and me. We now stared at her, more
intrigued than ever.
“You know, just, use your own good judgment,” Tracy said.
All this did the opposite, I think, of what Tracy intended: It made me feel immediately on
Eleanor’s side, and it got me curious about what might happen if I really exercised some poor
judgment. Whatever that meant.

“I think I like Eleanor already,” I said to Sunny on the ride out to Brooklyn.
“Because you don’t like Tracy?” Sunny said. “She’s good at her job.”
“It’s infantilizing,” I said, “to warn us about Eleanor’s possible sexual advances. Who
does she think we are? Virgins?”
“Think about it from her perspective,” Sunny said. “Let’s say she says nothing. Things
might be fine. Whatever. But if they’re not, and Eleanor does something that upsets one of us, we
could get her in trouble for putting us in that kind of position to begin with. I mean, she still
could, I guess, with the way these things sometimes go.”
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“Okay,” I said. “So Tracy’s just out to protect herself.”
Sunny hit me lightly on the arm. “You’re always thinking the worst of people. What if
Tracy’s covering her bases, and trying to take care of us a little bit?”
“How much does Tracy really know about either one of us?” I said. “You ever feel like
she’s actually, genuinely, trying to take us under her wing?”
“Josephine,” Sunny said. “The woman is in charge of an entire organization. She’s
responsible to a board, and she’s got lots of employees she has to keep happy, but nothing she
does or says is false. She believes in the mission. And she does what she can to connect with the
people who work for her. Does she sound like a bullshitter when she gives speeches to donors?
Yeah, sure, but who wouldn’t? Anyone who can make something like that sound entirely natural
is a real psychopath. You ever have to give a wedding toast? It’s a performance. It’s always a
performance. Gender, politics, occupation, speaking into microphones to get answers from
people.”
The rest of the ride, I turned away from Sunny. She’d made me wonder if our entire
friendship was a performance. And now, I could perform anger right back at her.

Eleanor lived in a third-floor walk-up off Kingston Avenue, in Crown Heights. We got off
the C and walked south, past small grocers, Caribbean restaurants, bodegas, and brownstones.
One storefront smelled of incense, another of stew chicken. It felt residential in a different way
than Park Slope did. Standing on 9th Street, where I lived, I could look down the hill at rows of
brownstones with perfectly kept flower boxes and bits of gardening on corners or wherever there
was room for a tree or a little rosebush. Nothing looked to be in too terrible of disrepair—maybe
an iron grate needed a new paint job, but even its chipping could seem charming.
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Out here, I saw boarded up windows and stark brick facades that looked designed to
minimize costs, with little regard to the neighborhood’s aesthetic. Single family homes, duplexes,
and six-story apartment buildings jumbled amongst each other, as though the city had just given
up on making this part of town look good. When I looked down one cross street, I saw three
towers of public housing projects rise up above the neighborhood, like overlords of some kind.
In Crown Heights, I felt like an intruder in an unfamiliar way. But it was my job to conduct this
interview, I told myself. No one had a monopoly on walking down these streets.
Eleanor buzzed us into her building, and we found ourselves in a grand, empty foyer. At
one point, it had probably been a communal space. I pictured some old timey dance, with women
in fancy dresses, floating across the linoleum. That couldn’t possibly be right. Maybe some kind
of business had operated out of here. But someone had removed all the furniture and painted
over the trimming and an old fireplace with beige paint. “Hm,” I said, and my voice created an
echo. I heard the whirl of laundry machines issuing from a lit doorway down the hall. Silver
mailbox slots lined one wall, and I quickly read the last names. I reached out to touch the label
that said “JOHNSTON, 3C.”
Eleanor opened her door wearing a flowing, sturdy blue dress with big pockets.
Something bulged at her hip, and I wondered what it was.
“You must be Sunny and Josephine. Come in!” she said. “I’ll put on some tea.” She’d
pulled her gray hair into a bun on top of her head, and she wore red-rimmed glasses. Her kettle
was bright purple, her tea leaves loose. If Eleanor’s foyer had felt musty and barren, her
apartment was warm and bright. Tall windows looked north, at the rooftops of brownstones
beyond. From here, you couldn’t see any boarded up windows or the public housing projects
down the street.
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Sunny and I sat down on a fraying sofa. Eleanor brought over steaming mugs, sat in a
nubby purple armchair, and stroked her cat.
“Trudy,” Eleanor said, and it took me a minute to realize that Eleanor was introducing the
cat.
I had a fleeting thought that maybe I could adopt Eleanor as my own mother. In the late
afternoon sunshine I could see dark whiskers above her lip, and I liked her Persian rug. Sunny
was getting our equipment ready, opening tabs on her laptop and adjusting microphones.
“Hi Trudy,” I said. If I had learned anything about people, it was that it was always best
to ingratiate yourself by being kind to their pets, even if you had no real interest in them.
“Trudy loves company,” Eleanor said. “And you ladies are the first ones to visit in a
while.”
“Where’d you get the tea?” I said. “It’s so good. It’s so pink.”
“Oh,” Eleanor said. “Last year I was in Kashmir. There was this woman...” Eleanor
looked to her left, as though into the past. I was about to ask a follow up question when Sunny
changed the direction of the conversation.
“How long have you been in New York?” Sunny said. I glared at her. I wanted to hear
about the woman in Kashmir.
Eleanor turned her head sharply and I thought I saw her glare at Sunny. “Since 1982,” she
said. “It’s been almost 40 years.”
“Well, I’m just about ready here, and we’re excited to talk to you,” Sunny said. Eleanor
didn’t smile back.
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“Yes, onto business” Eleanor said, crossing her hands in her lap and sitting up straighter
as though mocking Sunny’s propriety. “Where do you ladies want me to start?” Trudy meowed
and jumped from Eleanor’s lap. She ran into the bathroom and a faint, litter box smell escaped.
“Why don’t you start with arriving in the Bay Area?” I said. “How you first got interested
in activism, and in gay rights.”
“Well,” Eleanor said. “It was really women’s rights that interested me. How to live
without being dependent on a man. All I’d seen, throughout my childhood, was these women
who’d neglected their potential, just to run a home and cater to a husband. All these brilliant
women, who were putting their energies and cunning into the most banal of domestic issues.
Forming alliances with some neighborhood women and shunning others. Deciding on the most
efficient way to make someone else’s lunch. I wanted no part of that.”
“At what point did you realize that? Or was it some kind of gradual revelation?”
Eleanor thought about this. “It was something that had nagged at me since I was a child,”
she said. “I wasn’t just responding to the times, or my own sexual desires, or against the women
around me. For me, it really felt like something primal. When I was a child, I read tales of
witches and angry goddesses. When I got out to the Bay, the women around me talked about
legends of the Amazons and feminine cults, and we passed around Sappho’s poems. And it led
me to see that women haven’t always been subservient. At some point in Western history,
women just took a wrong turn. But when I really started thinking about all this more critically, to
be totally honest, I was on a lot of acid. I’m not saying that acid made me a lesbian. Or a
feminist. Not at all. But drugs can be a means of spiritual enlightenment. They can open you up
to how you really feel. I love women, I loved women, and being around groups of women who
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supported each other. It felt natural to me, to fight for openness and acceptance and women’s
rights. In general, and in relation to their love for each other.”
It took me a moment to realize that Eleanor hadn’t really answered my question. She
hadn’t offered any specifics of how she landed in the Bay Area, nor had she detailed any of the
many women thinkers who had come before her. Surely there was a mentor in there somewhere,
or some writer who had turned her on to particular ideas. I thought back to what Tracy had said,
about Eleanor’s unreliability, and I wondered what exactly this woman was hiding.
In one of my college courses, I’d learned once that most people value honesty and
gravitate towards people who seem sincere and direct. Yet those kinds of people had never really
interested me. I thought Eleanor’s evasions signified depth and mystery, maybe even some kind
of hidden shame. There was so much there to figure out. As Eleanor spoke, my own mother
began to seem small in comparison, shrunk to the size and appearance of those black and white
photographs in the café on the summer day when I’d run out on her.
My real problem was that all this time, I’d been sitting around applying to graduate
schools and moping about some ex-boyfriend and whining to Sunny about my mother. In fact, I
could have been going around agitating and plotting and taking actions that would help me
develop my own blueprint for a life that was, if not meaningful, than at least interesting. Worthy
of discussing on tape, complicated enough that there’d be some bits I had to hide.
“So,” Sunny said, “I have to ask. How do you feel about the bomb?”
Eleanor looked out the window. The sun was dropping behind a brownstone. “Tracy must
have told you about it, right? She’s always giving these little details to people so they’ll turn
against me.”
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“Okay,” I said. I was catching onto Eleanor’s communication style. “But you did set off
the bomb. Was that—was violence—crucial to your ideas about radical change?”
Eleanor responded better to this. “Look at the feminist movement now,” she said. “It’s
become a joke. It’s about marches and pink hats. Who needs marriage equality? Who needs
marriage at all?”
Sunny tried to get us back on track, started to ask a question about the particulars of the
classes Eleanor spearheaded out in Berkeley, but I cut in. “You never got married?” I said.
“Never,” Eleanor said. “Why would I want to tie myself to someone else?”
I felt Sunny try to meet my eye. We weren’t going to be able to use anything on these
tapes. The interview was not taking a direction that would help Tracy or our project. But I
couldn’t stop myself.
“And you’ve never missed it?” I said. “All these years, you’ve been fine taking care of
yourself?”
Eleanor looked at me, more closely than anyone had in months. My skin tingled as I felt
her energy radiate towards me. “Other people will take away everything you’ve got,” she said.
“Friends? Fine. Communal situations? Fine. But marriage? It’s never given a woman more than
it’s taken away.”
If Sunny rolled her eyes, I wasn’t looking.
“I think we’re getting far from Eleanor’s story, and the oral history assignment,” she said.
“We should work on establishing a sense of place. I want to hear what San Francisco was like,
what bars you visited, where you lived.”
But at the moment, I felt that what I needed, more than anything, was to hear Eleanor’s
story and see if it could teach me something about the possibilities for my own life. No one had
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ever offered me such a bleak outlook on partnership, and I yearned for it as though it would help
me realize something that was growing in my own soul. All the rawness I’d been feeling
recently—with my mother and sister, in the subway and on city streets—could evaporate if I just
stopped wanting to connect to anyone else at all. People couldn’t hurt you if you didn’t let them
get too close to you, and I needed to hear someone older and wiser advocate for that kind of life.
That situation seemed preferable to my mother’s fears and dependencies. Moreover, it seemed as
though Eleanor might lead more to a path where my mother’s words could no longer wound me.
What might my life be like, if I could forget I’d ever had a mother at all?
“Why don’t we do the interview,” Eleanor said. “Then you and I can talk?”
I smiled, feeling special and selected. All these months into the project, no one had ever
singled me out like that. The way my routine worked with Sunny was that she did the small talk
up front, getting the subject to feel comfortable, and then I asked the questions for the formal
interview portion while Sunny taped and offered feedback. Then we left, followed up with a
thank you note, and never spoke to our subjects again. Now Eleanor was choosing me,
acknowledging that we had some kind of connection. Fuck the bird watching and bike rides and
Sunny’s new boyfriend, I thought. I get to stay here after the interview and listen to Eleanor
bitch.
Over the next hour, I asked Eleanor all the standard questions. She was more
forthcoming. Pieces of the interview might be worth saving after all.
Eleanor told us about drinking at Maud’s in Haight-Ashbury and becoming friendly with
sex workers who started fighting for more health protections. Eleanor drove down to Los
Angeles to see what was going on with feminist art down there, then tried to bring a similar
model to Berkeley. She united groups of creative women under one roof. They commiserated
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about the injustices they faced on a daily basis, at work and school and at home. Some of them
integrated their ideas into radical new performance art. For five months, Eleanor refused to speak
to a single man. She got in a fight with a woman who brought her young, adopted son to an
event. Rules were rules, Eleanor told her. She was militant when she wanted to be. Eleanor and
her friend skirted the Castro, separating themselves from the gay men who were initiating their
own kind of liberatory revolution.
“Halcyon days,” Eleanor said. “post-Stonewall, pre-AIDS. I’m sure you’ve heard that
before. Back on the East Coast, people weren’t having nearly as much fun. Richard Nixon was
president, but his administration and rulings felt worlds away. But we didn’t entirely neglect
national politics or Vietnam. Guys were burning draft cards up at the Berkeley Free Church. We
marched. We supported stuff like that. But we had our own women’s communities, our own lives
and plans. We lived locally. American policy, war abroad felt so distant when you were drinking
mushroom tea and cooking with your roommates or crocheting in an old Victorian house with
ten other women.”
“Are you willing to speak about the bomb? How that fit into all this?” Sunny asked.
Stupid, I thought. We just got her talking. Why piss her off again?
“I’m telling you what I’m able to tell you,” Eleanor said. “Isn’t this stuff, the nice stuff,
what you and Tracy want to hear? Why get fixated on some old, bad thing, that’s barely part of
the story?”
“So you did set off the bomb,” Sunny said.
“I didn’t say that,” Eleanor said.
“All right,” Sunny said, shutting her laptop. “Well, it’s six o’clock. I’ve got to run this
stuff back to the office. Guess that’s it for the day.”
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Sunny looked at me. I looked at Eleanor. Eleanor looked at me.
“Josephine, do you want to stay?” she said. “I’ll make us dinner.”
Since I’d moved to New York six years ago, no one had ever made me dinner. I’d cooked
with roommates on occasion, but no one had ever just prepared a meal for me. I’d eaten mostly
takeout, though over the past year, since my break up with Ben, I’d started buying myself a piece
of fish on my walk back from work, then searing it quickly on both sides. I ate on the rubber
deck outside my window, where my landlord had forbidden me to sit. The deck was,
functionally, the roof of his dental office below, and he was worried the structure would collapse.
I doubted this—the deck seemed sturdy enough to me.
One of my greatest pleasures that summer, while I was newly single, was sitting on the
black rubber, which still retained the day’s heat, eating salmon and feeling shielded from the
world around me. Part of the joy, of course, was knowing that I was doing something I wasn’t
supposed to do. I loved that the dentist thought I was such a threat to the integrity of his roof, that
my little body could wreak havoc on his business, that I might just fall through.
While I lay out there, I daydreamed that neighbors could look down and see me from
their own windows. I hoped that one day that summer, someone would open a window and call
down to me, and I could wave back. One day, at my subway stop, an older man had said to me,
“hey, I think you’re my neighbor. Were you out on your deck reading Joan Didion?” I stared at
the man, suddenly realizing that this wasn’t what I’d wanted at all. “No,” I said. “You must have
seen someone else.” I turned my back on him, then immediately regretted my unfriendliness.
“I’ll see you back at the office tomorrow,” I said to Sunny. If she was hurt, I didn’t care.
My future lay with Eleanor and whatever she had to tell me.
###########
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“How about stew?” Eleanor said. “I just picked up all these vegetables from the market.”
She let me chop up the garlic, leeks, and peppers, while she sliced the eggplant, onions, carrots,
and celery. Eleanor took a corkscrew from a squeaky drawer and opened a bottle of Syrah for us.
The label featured a clean, curly design. Eleanor poured two large glasses. As I started sipping, I
hoped my teeth weren’t turning blue.
My head buzzed as the onions sizzled at the bottom of Eleanor’s heavy pot. Eleanor
tossed a baguette in the oven.
“You know what an allium is?” she said. When I shook my head, she told me about the
summer she’d harvested garlic at a farm out in Montana. It was tough work, requiring physical
strength to extract bulbs from the soil. Then, the women who owned the farm braided the garlic
into wreaths interspersed with bright flowers—what had just been buried in dirt became
frivolous decoration, priced at high markup.
Eleanor told me about the differences between leeks and ramps and shallots and scallions.
I realized that though my mother loved to cook, she’d never taught me the first thing about
plants. My mother could follow a recipe; Eleanor knew where and how things grew.
“Do you have a boyfriend?” Eleanor said.
I shook my head. “I broke up with someone back in April. I’ve been dating, but nothing
too serious.”
Eleanor nodded. “I’ve been out of that game for a long time,” she said. “It’s a blessing,
really, when your desire dies.”
“When was the last time you dated?” I said.
“The 90s,” Eleanor said. She laughed.
“No,” I said. “You just told me you went to Kashmir to see someone.”
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“Oh right. There was that,” Eleanor said, and I wondered what else this woman could just
casually forget.
Eleanor splashed wine into the pot and the whole thing came together. It smelled earthy
and salty and it made me think of warm fields and circles of women sitting around, braiding
flowers into garlic wreaths beneath the summer sun. Eleanor ladled out two bowls for us and
grabbed the bread. Heat escaped the oven, and Trudy meowed.
“Tear it with your hands,” Eleanor said, pouring the rest of the wine into our glasses. “We
might need to open another bottle.”
“I want to hear about the bomb,” I said.
Eleanor’s face tightened. “Why do you care?” she said. “That was almost fifty years
ago.”
“It seems important to the story,” I said. “If you really believe that change requires risk,
and bombs, I want to hear about that.”
“Oh, you’re going to go out and build one yourself?” Eleanor said. I blushed. I knew I
wasn’t the kind of person who looked like she was about to build her own bombs.
“Listen,” Eleanor said. “I’ve spoken all night about myself. If I tell you about the bomb,
what exactly do I get in return?”
I thought about what I could possibly offer Eleanor. To me, this woman appeared to have
everything. She owned her own apartment and seemed content to live by herself, surrounded by
fresh vegetables and Kashmiri tea, well-worn fabrics and sunny windows.
“How about I come back and cook for you some time?” I said. “I’ll learn how to cook.
For you.”
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Eleanor waved her hand. “I can cook on my own,” she said. “You, Josephine, what can
you offer me now? Something you’ve never given anyone else in your life.”
“What is it you want?” I said. I thought of my mother in the café, asking me for
something that even she couldn’t identify.
“Why don’t you tell me something?” Eleanor said. “They send two straight girls out to
interview me, to give up my radical lesbian secrets, I make you dinner, and you push me for
more. You just sit around all day listening to people tell their own stories without ever offering
yours.”
“I think you might be disappointed,” I said.
“You have no secrets of your own?” Eleanor said.
“I’m 28 years old,” I said. “I come from an upper middle class neighborhood in
Minneapolis. I graduated college in four years. My parents never hit me.”
“Everyone has something to hide,” Eleanor said.
I thought about this. “I’ve gone on lots of dates,” I said. “I could tell you about the men
I’m dating.” Even as I said that, it sounded boring.
Eleanor waved her hand away. “I really don’t care about your sex life,” she said.
“I don’t get along with my mother,” I said.
“Hm,” Eleanor said. Now she seemed curious. “It’s getting late, but I like that. You’ll tell
me about that. Next week, you come here, you tell me stories about your mother, and I’ll tell you
everything I left off your friend’s tape.”
Deep down, I got a twinge of pleasure hearing Sunny referred to not by her name, but by
her relationship to me, as though I was some sun around whom people might orbit. When I took
the subway back home from Eleanor’s home that night, I was drunk and happier than I’d been in
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months. I felt I was radiating some new energy, that the people on the platform and then in the
car looked at me differently. Someone else’s secrets had started burbling within me. It gave me
power.
But that night, I struggled to fall asleep. In one evening, I’d started to feel closer to
someone than I had for a very long time. Since I’d first met Ben, in fact. My feeling with Eleanor
had been like my feeling with Ben, that first time we’d sat down for cocktails at the place off
Vanderbilt. I can’t remember what we ordered, but I remember the way he looked as he waited at
the bar for me, then turned and saw me. He was wearing a blue, denim button-down shirt.
As we began revealing facts about our families and our lives, that old shaky feeling, that I
was losing control, had made my voice wobble as my eyes fogged. I’d given up something, some
sense of privacy, when we’d gotten together. And when the relationship ended, in those weeks
and months of anger, I’d begun feeling that I’d just wasted the past two years of my life. How
did I know that this bargain with Eleanor wouldn’t prove just as disappointing?
I woke up feeling hungover, though I really hadn’t drunk so much wine. To talk about my
mother, I feared, would be to betray her. And despite our conflicts, I still loved her and treasured
the things that I knew about her, exclusively, which simply amounted to descriptions of times
we’d been alone together. I’d be inviting Eleanor into that knowledge, diluting what had been
sacred between my mother and me.
##############
I called my mother the next day.
“I haven’t heard from you in a while!” she said.
“I know,” I said. “Work’s been busy.”
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“What’s going on? How are the oral histories going? When do you hear about your
applications?”
“I got to speak to this really interesting woman last night,” I said. “She was part of this
radical group out in California in the 70s. Do you remember anything about that time?”
“Hm!” my mother said. “I’m sure people were protesting. I remember when Patty Hearst
got kidnapped. But I didn’t really know anyone who was out there, fighting for anything.”
Shocking, I thought to myself. “Do you know what an allium is?” I said.
“A what?” my mother said.
“Like leeks and shallots and garlic,” I said.
“Learn something new everyday,” my mother said. I asked her if she knew what the
Moosewood Cookbook was.
“This woman sounds crunchy,” my mother said. “Granola. I’m glad you’re having fun.”
I was about to hang up when my mother said she had something to tell me. Her voice
dropped and her cadence slowed as she said that she’d invited my aunt to move in with her.
“Why?” I said. “Because you’re lonely?”
“No, no,” my mother said. “I just thought it would be good to help out Vivian.”
“I thought you said Vivian was getting all those funds from Burt?”
“He’s being difficult,” my mother said. “He stopped paying out when he found out she
was dating again.”
“So she’s coming to you for help?” I said.
“Well, she’ll help me. We’re going to sell off your father’s wine cellar. God knows I’ll
never drink all that myself.”
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“So the two of you are going into business. To make money that only one of you needs,”
I said.
“Sometimes you do something to help another person,” my mother said. “I wouldn’t
expect you to know anything about that.”
I thought of my father’s memory, drifting out of his old home as my mother and her
friend sold off his most prized possessions. He’d acquired the bottles over thirty years, enclosing
them behind lock and key for my entire childhood. When Gracie and I were in high school, he
told us that he locked the wine cellar so that we couldn’t get in and steal the bottles to take to the
house parties and gatherings out in the middle of fields that he knew, but couldn’t prove, we’d
started attending.
“I know what goes on,” he told us.
But I always felt that he locked the cellar less from any sense of protection—we had
friends’ older brothers, after all, to buy us cheap bottles of flavored Bacardi and Smirnoff—then
a desire to hoard something all his own. When I thought of my father in his cellar, an image
always appeared in my mind of a dragon guarding gold coins as though they were precious eggs.
Now my mother and Vivian would dismantle that cache. Maybe it wasn’t entirely a bad
thing.
##############
I submitted my final graduate school application the week before Christmas. When I
looked at the words I’d written, they felt like someone else’s. Too much had happened, I thought,
between the time I’d decided to apply in the summer, and now. I’d heard the story of Marianne,
Linda, and Bob. I’d met Eleanor. New ideas were brimming in my mind about the shape my own
life could take.
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I started to fear that academia would remove me from the wild, bustling city and “real
life” in all its messiness. How, in some small, sleepy college town, could I possibly figure out
how to live a radically authentic life, alone and with others? If I attended a PhD program, I’d be
reading and writing all day, not “doing” anything, just studying some subject I could probably
discuss with five other people in the world.
What did beauty standards really matter, anyway? What I’d started to care about was
whatever Eleanor was able to exude without even trying. Eleanor was like a shield, protecting
me from the rest of the city.
##############
The next time I visited Eleanor was in late December, the week everyone took off for the
holidays. Sunny had gone home to New Hampshire for Christmas, but my family had never
really celebrated the holiday, and I’d just seen my mother and sister at Thanksgiving, so there
were great reasons to stay. The city quieted and snow fell.
“Why don’t you come over on the 23rd?” Eleanor said. “I have plans for Christmas Eve,
but I’ll make us something special. Festive. How’s eggplant parmesan?”
I loved hearing her voice by phone, the way it lilted at the end of her sentences.
In winter boots and a festive black turtleneck and gold jewelry—it was the holiday season
after all—I traipsed over to Eleanor’s. Inside the subway stations, the fresh snow had
transformed into filthy puddles. The cars smelled like wet dogs. I picked up a pint of chocolate
ice cream and a bottle of wine a few blocks from Eleanor’s.
“What’s going to pair well with eggplant parmesan? Something a little special,” I said.
“Who are you trying to impress?” said the guy behind the counter.
“Just this woman I know,” I said, then realized he was flirting with me.
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“A woman,” the guy said.
“A mentor,” I said, as though I could will that fact, and Eleanor’s continued support of
me, into existence.
“A mentor? What do you do?”
As I told him about my proposed graduate studies, I tried to reposition my body,
uncrossing my arms and trying to open myself to him. It was so difficult, I realized, for me to
just stand still. When I outlined my project, I felt like I was lying. It was becoming harder and
harder for me to picture myself in a program, researching and studying somewhere far away
from Eleanor.
“I better go,” I said. “My mentor’s waiting.”
“Hope you’ll come in again,” the guy said, but he didn’t ask for my number.
I relayed this conversation to Eleanor when she buzzed me up. Her apartment smelled
like garlic and she was wearing these loose, flowing linen pants this time.
“Men,” Eleanor said, as though the word alone should convey oceans of agony. “I
stopped sleeping with them years ago. Shortly after I moved to the city, back when I still had that
kind of ‘new girl’ allure. And men thought it was some kind of special conquest, to get a woman
into bed who didn’t even like men.”
“Who was this last man you slept with?” I said. I wondered if I might have more luck
with men if I told them I was a lesbian.
Eleanor told me about how she’d met the man, an abstract painter, at a friend’s dinner
party and hated him immediately. He was arrogant, and instead of discussing their shared
interests in communal living and skill sharing, he’d talked at her about how Ronald Reagan was
about to destroy the country and undo the past decade of radical action and thought (“as if this
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would be news to me,” Eleanor said). The man was now ashamed to be an American, which
Eleanor said was a little silly—she didn’t fault citizens of other countries who lived under right
wing politicians they hadn’t voted for. The man argued that shame could inspire change, and
Eleanor said no, shame curdled a person like milk; there was no point in being ashamed of
something over which you had no control, like your gender or race or national representative.
Besides, Eleanor said, women had been trying to unlearn their shame for decades now, while
men seemed to think that simply by discussing their shame would lead to absolution.
“How do you mean?” the man said.
Eleanor cited male artists who simply talked about excessive masturbation or prior
mistreatment of women, thinking that by simply bringing it out into the open, they were doing
their part to mitigate harm. When most of those men had probably never apologized to the
women they’d mistreated.
“Don’t you think the first part of absolution is being honest about what’s occurred?” the
man said.
Eleanor said she didn’t like how public it was. If you were sorry about something, you
apologized to the person—the woman—directly. But making art about it was just about winning
glory for yourself, not about real sorrow or regret.
“Come on,” the man said. “You’ve never done anything you regretted, then worked
through those feelings in some kind of public way?”
Eleanor told him that of course she had regrets. One, namely (Eleanor didn’t say it in so
many words, but I assumed it was related to the bomb). And no, she hadn’t made art about it.
She made restitution in her own way, pouring whatever guilt she felt into her efforts in Berkeley,
which were efforts she would have made anyway. But she didn’t like to talk about her regrets.
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She didn’t like the confessional mode. It reeked of neediness to her. As in: Please, let me tell you
about this thing I did, and then tell me I’m still good!
Eleanor felt the man was contributing very little to this conversation and she didn’t doubt
that her ideas could wind up in some of his art, without attribution, in the future, so she excused
herself from the conversation as soon as she could, looking across the table to engage a theater
actress in a conversation about her work instead.
Immediately after Eleanor returned home after the meal, she received a voicemail from
the dinner party hostess saying that the man had asked for her number.
“We hadn’t agreed on anything,” Eleanor said. “I hadn’t given him a single indication
that was I interested in him, sexually or otherwise. Eventually I just believed that he couldn’t
bear thinking that some woman might not be charmed by him. That would have been devastating
to his ego.”
But Eleanor was intrigued by the man’s interest, and she wondered at the power of an
averted gaze. Maybe this man respected her for what she’d said at dinner and saw her as an
intellectual match. This man, she thought, was used to seducing everyone around him, and now
he was trying to win her over too. In recounting this, Eleanor seemed ashamed of how easily
she’d let herself be flattered.
Eleanor let the artist take her to the theater the next week, then to dinner at a new bistro
on the Lower East Side. It turned out they’d both grown up in Connecticut and had a thing for
Japanese film. Eleanor thought that after years spent in unusual romantic arrangements, she
might just be in love with a man. The painter took her to his studio and explained his process. He
covered old rags and clothing with paint, then dropped them atop stretched canvases. The
compositions, then, were products of both premeditation and chance. The painter chose his
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colors and the viscosity of his paints, but he couldn’t predict how exactly his materials and hues
would fall and splatter. He was reading about Kabbalah and the I Ching—various ways of
channeling the esoteric and the divine.
Eleanor could actually see a future for the two of them, and for the first time in her life,
she began envisioning a life with a husband and children. A house with a two-car garage. She
couldn’t help her imagination: When the painter put his arm around her, she thought about how
he could make a good father. This disturbed her, and she called friends to discuss this and
wonder if the whole affair was calling into question her sense of herself. She certainly felt
destabilized.
“Well,” one friend said. “You’re falling in love. You have to let yourself dissolve at least
a little bit.”
So Eleanor allowed herself to dissolve, holding hands at dinner with him, then sliding
into his bed.
A week after they first slept together, the dinner party hostess called Eleanor to tell her
that she’d learned the painter had been sleeping with the actress who’d been sitting across the
table from Eleanor at that dinner party. It had been going on for six months, more or less in
secret, because the actress herself was married.
“I thought all this bullshit stopped after a certain age,” I said.
“Never,” Eleanor said. “People are people. You just learn to care less. I stopped
responding to the man’s phone calls, and I never saw him again.”
“You never just gave him a piece of your mind?” I said. It was hard for me to believe that
Eleanor had just let him get away with all this, and that she hadn’t sought additional answers.
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“I went back to this other woman I’d been seeing,” Eleanor said. “It was comfortable.
There was no longer any sense of romance. And when that died out, I thought that’s it. That’s all
you get. Comfortable boredom or queasy passion. And I’d had enough of both.”
That’s when Eleanor had started writing. But not in the confessional mode, of course. Not
fiction. Nothing where she’d have to bare her soul or reveal her shames. She began penning book
reviews for left-leaning publications and writing takedowns of politicians with whom she didn’t
agree. The manifesto became her favorite form.
“But over the past few years, I’ve changed my mind about telling my own story,” she
said. She told me that was working on an autobiography, a kind of tell-all about the radical
milieu she’d known in the 1970s, out in the Bay Area.
“What changed?” I said.
“It no longer feels confessional,” Eleanor said. “It feels historical. That person I’d be
writing about, that’s someone else. That’s no longer me. The way I envision the book, there’d be
this ‘Eleanor’ character tying everything together, but what’s really most important is the world
and community around her. Ultimately, I hope it could be some kind of framework for young
people today.”
“So it’s didactic,” I said.
Eleanor waved her hand. “I don’t like that word. Informative. It would just show people
that there are alternate ways of living.” She sighed. “It’s a little dangerous, though. Some people
in the book would not be pleased with what I have to say about them.”
I nodded. “I’d love to read it some time,” I said.
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“Well,” Eleanor said, “maybe you could help me out.”
“Yeah. Yeah, I’d love to do that,” I said, without even really thinking about what I was
saying.
“Your turn,” Eleanor said. “You tell me something good.”
##############
After my parents married, my mother asked my father if he wanted to keep Kosher. He’d
grown up in a household with separate silverware for milk and meat; if you used the wrong fork
for the wrong food, you had to bury it in the backyard. The house itself was a red brick ranch
with two street-facing windows: one from the family room, one from the living room. The
kitchen, dining room, and bedrooms were in the back, their own windows overlooking that
silverware graveyard or the busy interstate that bordered one side of the home.
My father told my mother that no, he didn’t need to keep Kosher as an adult. All those
rules had just been a piece of a childhood in that small, cramped home governed by superstition.
A mezuzah on the doorpost and those forks in the backyard, and everyone saying the same
prayer at night, before they went to bed. None of it had staved off misfortune. When my father
was five, their dog ran out onto the interstate and got hit by a car. My grandfather found the dog,
bloody and dead, and the family never got another pet. My father’s three uncles had all died
before the age of 60. When my father was 18, his father landed in a psychiatric ward, and at 22,
his mother suffered from her first stroke. His brother suffered from a brain tumor, which had
been operable, but now the left side of his face was paralyzed.
My father tried to leave all this behind for a few years, wandering the western coast of
Africa. Distance, he thought, could reverse any curse he’d inherited from his family. On that trip,
especially in the homes of other whites—ambassadors, wealthy dignitaries, international
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business men, missionaries, Peace Corps personnel, and anthropologists—he learned about good
cuisine and expensive tastes. He floated up through Morocco, then into Spain, where he
developed a palate for good wine. When he came home to the small town in which he’d grown
up, he thought he was a new person, forever separated from his parents’ misfortunes by his
experiences. His own parents had never traveled abroad. All that travel had given my father a
sense of power—certainly you could outrun your past, he thought, if you could sneak past
immigrations officials in Cameroon and traverse the Atlantic in just hours and charm hostel
owners into giving you a free night’s stay if you just said the right thing to them over a steaming
cup of mint tea.
But for whatever reason, my father couldn’t totally shake the sense of disgust he felt
whenever he saw pork. His whole life, he’d learned that it was dirty, profane meat. He told my
mother he couldn’t allow that in their house or even at a meal with him. If she decided to eat
bacon or pork belly out at a restaurant without him, she hid the fact from him, making sure her
breath didn’t give her away when she returned home.
When I was seven, my mother took me out to lunch with Vivian.
“Come on, get the bacon, egg, and cheese,” Vivian said to my mother. “Order it. He’s not
here.”
“But Josephine,” my mother said.
My aunt looked at me. “Josephine,” she said. “Don’t you want to try that?” She shook her
head towards the table next to us, where a couple was eating two sandwiches with bacon.
“Fine,” said my mother. “Fine, but if I get in trouble later, I’m blaming this on you.
Josephine, don’t you dare tell your father.”
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So Vivian ordered three sandwiches, one for each of us. I watched my mother’s eyes shut
as she ate. “Mm,” she kept saying. “Mm, it’s been so long.”
But that night, my mother and I both got sick. We found each other in the middle of the
night, wandering back and forth from the bathroom.
“Let’s just sleep in the study. So we don’t disturb your father,” my mother said. She made
up the fold out couch and brought the wastebasket in there, so we didn’t have to walk to the
bathroom each time we needed to vomit. I cuddled up next to her, our warm bodies offering each
other comfort as our insides turned themselves out. We wretched, releasing bile on the hour.
“I really don’t think it was the bacon,” my mother said at one point. “I’m convinced it
was those greens.” The next morning, she found out that Vivian hadn’t gotten ill.
In the morning, the sun came up and I looked at the dark circles under my mother’s eyes
and the mess we’d made in the trash can and I laughed. It could be funny, I thought—fun,
even—to get so sick with someone else.
##############
“That’s really more of a story about your father, isn’t it?” Eleanor said.
“It’s about my mother, too,” I said.
“But all those details at the beginning, about the silverware and your father’s youth. That
had nothing to do with your mother.”
I told Eleanor I’d try again. I’d start with my mother, or a detail about my mother, then
see where it led.
##############
The time I’d seen my mother get angriest, Gracie and I were out to lunch with her and my
Aunt Vivian. We were all eating under a patio umbrella at a bistro down the street from aunt. I
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was about 10, Gracie was 8. It was a strange place to take us—the food was a little fussy, even if
they had burgers on the menu, and I heard my mother complain to my aunt that it was dumb to
pay $16 for a cheeseburger for a child who couldn’t appreciate it. My father would kill her if he
found out.
“You don’t know they won’t appreciate it,” my aunt said.
“Vivian, they’re ten and eight,” my mother said.
“So they can split one burger. Then it’s eight dollars a meal,” Vivian said. “What’s he
going to complain about then?”
My mother sighed.
“You know what?” Vivian said. “It’s on me.”
So Vivian ordered for all four of us, and our meals arrived, and Gracie asked if she could
get a milkshake, and my mother said no, they didn’t have milkshakes, and anyway she didn’t
need the sugar, then Vivian said the restaurant had ice cream on the menu—did Gracie want that?
And my mother told Vivian that she was undermining her, she’d just told her own daughter no
milkshake, no dessert, and Vivian said that she was the one paying, what was the harm of my
sister ordering some ice cream and enjoying dessert, or anything at all, for once?
“I don’t critique your parenting skills,” my mother said.
“You get to have daughters, I don’t,” Vivian said.
I could see my mother’s face recalibrating as she reassessed what she had, and Vivian
didn’t.
“And I make the rules for them,” my mother said.
Vivian looked at my mother, then looked at us. “Girls,” she said. “Do you want ice
cream? Your mother’s being a little bit silly about all of this.”
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“Yes!” Gracie said. “Yes! Ice cream!” She walked around the table to give my aunt a big
kiss on the cheek.
“Fine,” my mother said. “If you girls want her instead of me, she’s yours for the
afternoon.”
My mother stalked out of the restaurant, her woven purse bumping against her hip. As I
watched her go, I felt how easy it was to lose something, without even trying.
We finished up our meal with Vivian, then she drove us home in the sleek sports car her
husband had just bought her as a birthday gift. My mother refused to speak about what had
happened, and she hardly looked either Gracie or me in the eye for a week. For years, I
wondered what I’d done wrong at that restaurant, how I could have more clearly shown my
mother the love she wanted.
##############
“That’s better,” Eleanor said. “But there, still, it’s also a story about Vivian, no?”
“That’s what I’ve got,” I said. “That’s all I have to tell you right now.”
It was difficult to see my mother, except in relief to the people around her, especially to
the two people with whom she was closest.
“I like Vivian. Where is she now?” Eleanor said. She scooped saucy eggplant onto plates
for both of us. I drank more wine.
“That,” I said, “is its own story.” I told Eleanor about how Vivian had moved into my
mother’s basement. So far, the pair had sold a dozen bottles of my father’s wine online, to buyers
in three different countries. My mother was more or less set, financially, but Vivian’s ex-husband
had cut her off. Their roles were suddenly reversed: It was my mother living off a man’s largesse,
not Vivian. Even if the man funding my mother was now dead. But instead of rubbing any of this
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in my aunt’s face, my mother seemed desperate to even the playing field back up again. It was as
though she couldn’t tolerate having more than someone else, or living without feeling in debt to
someone. Vivian was in charge of the business and, if I had to guess, running the house. The last
time I’d called home, my mother told me that Vivian had begun a long-distance correspondence
with one of the men who’d bought one of their wine bottles.
“It’s uncanny,” my mother said, “how men can hear her siren call from states away.”
“If you want to date again, you should date again,” I said.
“I could never do that,” my mother said. “I’ll never get over your father.”
I thought about my mother in her master bedroom, envious of Vivian in the downstairs
suite, refusing to find anyone else with whom to commune.

“Well,” Eleanor said as though it were obvious, “that’s what happens when you rely on
men for too long.”
“What happens?” I said. “You invite your friend to move into your basement and start
selling off your ex-husband’s wine?”
“No, no, no,” Eleanor said. “It becomes impossible to be on your own. You can’t function
without someone downstairs to envy. You can’t see yourself as anything but part of a whole.”
“Okay,” I said. “But what about all that stuff about finding your other half?”
“Bullshit,” Eleanor said. “When you enter into something like your mother has, you
aren’t even a half of a whole. You’re like an attachment to an appliance. Something to help the
machine function just a bit better.”
There was something off about Eleanor’s metaphor; I didn’t see my mother as some
mechanized part, but I didn’t want to argue with Eleanor. We were onto ice cream now, eating
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straight out of the pint. She dipped her spoon in, then I took a turn. I watched the spoon
disappear into Eleanor’s mouth, the moments of pleasure as sweetness hit her tongue. I watched
her to see if she was watching my own mouth. I wasn’t sure. But I didn’t want to ruin this new
intimacy by disagreeing with her.
“Like Tracy,” Eleanor said. “Woman as machine. As robot. Pretending to be whole, to
determine her own values and run the Center on her own. And really, she’s just a slave to other
interests. To the Board, to her meager salary, to her employees, to some dumbed down version of
history. It’s inauthentic.”
“What’s going on between you and Tracy?” I said. “What’s her problem with you?”
Eleanor sighed. “It’s late. I don’t want to get into all that right now.”
“What about the bomb?” I said. “Won’t you tell me about that?”
“Come back next week,” Eleanor said. “We can chat more. And maybe you can take a
look at some of what I’ve written, my notes for my book. I’m still piecing it all together.”
“I’d love to,” I said. “When is good for you?”
“I have to look at my calendar. I’ll call you,” Eleanor said.
When I left that night, I reflected on what Eleanor’s stories could possibly have to do
with me. Why did she tell me that story about that last man she’d slept with? I wondered if it
reflected on anything going on between the two of us.
Back at my apartment, my body buzzed in a way that again reminded me of my early
days with Ben. My mind roved, imagining Eleanor at that dinner party, speaking to the actress
who had secrets of her own. The story had made Eleanor out to be innocent: duped into sleeping
with someone who was already somewhat taken. I wondered if the actress had blamed Eleanor
for sleeping with her lover, or if she’d just been mad at the two-timing man, or if she’d refused to
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be angry at either, as she was a married woman carrying on an affair and had no real moral high
ground.
##############
I heard from Ben later that week. “How was your holiday?” he texted me. “Went back to
Detroit for the holiday. My parents asked about you.”
I almost didn’t respond. Ah, I wanted to text back, so your parents are thinking about me,
but you haven’t thought about me, for all this time.
But then curiosity got the better of me, and I texted back: “I’m fine. I’ve been in the city.
Working a bit. Reading.” All this, of course, was a lie. For the holiday week, all I’d done was see
Eleanor and eat takeout pizza and watch television. But I wasn’t about to tell that to my
ex-boyfriend.
“Do you want to get coffee?” Ben asked.
“Can you come to Park Slope?” I said. I wasn’t about to make the trek up to Queens to
see him.
And that’s how, at the close of the year, Ben and I ended up back in that cafe where I’d
had my fight with my mother, just months before. The same black and white pictures hung on the
walls. The display cases still offered the same sandwiches. It was as though nothing had
changed. Which was more or less how I felt, too, when Ben ended up back in my bed, after we’d
had our coffee, and rehashed the better details of our happy times together—a bike ride along the
Maine coast, that night we’d spent in an Airbnb run by a woman who raised her own chickens.
“Something about you seems different,” Ben said. He rolled onto his side to check the
time on his watch, which he’d placed on my dresser before he’d slipped beneath my sheets.
“I’ve lost two pounds,” I said, and Ben laughed.
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“Have you been with anyone else?” he said.
I looked right at him and I lied. “There was a neighbor,” I said. “And someone from one
of the apps. A guy from a party. Someone I met through work.”
“And?” Ben said.
“And what?” I said.
“So nothing’s happened, with any of them?”
I thought about the question, and I thought about Eleanor. “I don’t need them, except a
night at a time,” I said. “I don’t need anyone else.”
Ben stared at me. “I never understood what you were so angry about,” he said.
“I’m not angry,” I said. “And I have things to do this afternoon. You should leave.”
I was glad to be rid of him, when he left. I told myself I’d gotten what I’d wanted
here—confirmation he still cared, that I still had some hold over him, and I no longer needed
him. I had Eleanor.
##############
On New Year’s Day, I brought over donuts from the only open coffee shop in the
neighborhood. Powdered sugar dusted Eleanor’s lap, and she swiped at it half-heartedly. Her cat
jumped onto her lap and began to lick it up. Eleanor gazed out the window, as though she was
looking directly into her own past.
“Hm,” she said. “Let me remember what happened exactly.” She paused to get a napkin
from a cabinet. “I saw the actress a few years after the whole thing happened, at a gallery
opening for the painter. I was only there because I liked the work. I was mostly trying to avoid
the artist himself. My problem with the painter wasn’t that he’d been sleeping with someone else
while he’d been sleeping with me. I was used to modern romantic arrangements. But the
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deception I couldn’t stand. The fact that he’d told me one thing, while courting someone else,
and that I knew this other woman—I felt duped, for no real reason. But really, it was all even
worse than that.
The actress approached me at the opening. I hadn’t realized quite how beautiful she was
at the dinner, and now I seemed to be looking at her through the painter’s eyes. She had these
small, delicate hands and these deceptive deep, sweet brown eyes. I could see what a camera
would like about her.
The actress told me that she wanted to apologize. For what? I asked. It wasn’t her fault
that the man had deceived me. And I told her what I just told you: that it was his lying, not his
simultaneous affair, that angered me. Well, she admitted, that was kind of her fault too.”
The actress had asked him to carry out an affair with someone else, without telling the
other woman. She liked knowing, when she was with him, that he’d been with another woman
earlier in the day, lied to her, then come to see the actress herself and confess. It made the actress
feel superior, to know that this man was so at her mercy, to feel that she warranted honesty while
some other woman, out there, was living under false assumptions and receiving an inferior kind
of love.
Occasionally, the actress had asked the painter to visit her directly after he’d seen Eleanor
and lied to Eleanor about what he’d be doing the rest of the day. The actress told the painter to
not even wash off, and then they’d go at it together, the painter whispering the details of his
recent liaison with Eleanor into her ear and telling the actress how much more turned on she
made him.
As Eleanor heard this, she grew angrier and angrier, thinking about how she’d been used
as a pawn. For a moment, she wondered what weakness in her had allowed her to fall into this
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position, then her regret simply turned to rage. The actress seemed not to notice, as she continued
her story.
Eventually, all this lying and deceit and two-women-in-one-day activity got to be too
much for the painter. He was exhausted. When he told the actress this, she asked him if he’d
stopped loving her. If he really loved her, the actress said, he’d figure out a way to make this
work. The truth was that she, too, was becoming tired of this arrangement, but she wanted to see
how far she could push someone to go for her. That was around the time that the dinner party
hostess had called Eleanor to tell her about the actress’s affair with the painter. The actress had
assumed that, somehow, the painter had tipped the hostess off. The painter then told the actress
that Eleanor had stopped responding to his calls, and the actress called the whole thing off. It
wasn’t worth it without Eleanor, without the painter’s divided attention and the game of it all. So
I’m sorry, the actress had said to Eleanor. I am really, really sorry. I don’t know why I was
behaving like that, at that time in my life. I was awful. I was just so afraid of some kind of loss.
“I was horrified,” Eleanor said. “I felt like such a fool. I told the woman that she should
leave, and I never wanted to see her again. But then the actress started begging me to let bygones
be bygones. Please, she said, let’s just look at the paintings together. The work is so good, isn’t
it? And the actress and I walked the perimeter of the gallery together, looking at the paintings
and commenting on them. The painter was working through this new motif. The compositions
spiraled outward. They resembled the eyes of tornados, or whirlpools. Or at least all these colors
just kind of swirled into a kind of off-kilter center. I realized I knew more about art than the
actress did, and I pointed things out. Like, ‘oh, I think he’s referencing Monet and water lilies
with that palette’ or ‘this overlay, it’s kind of like a screen, creating distance between the viewer
and the work.’ And as I watched her listen to me, and realize that I’d understood something
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about the painter that she’d totally missed, I began to feel empowered anew. I’d had some kind
of intellectual intimacy with the man that she’d never had, even if her sexual potency may have
worked over him in ways mine couldn’t. I hope to god that the actress was feeling dumb. What
do you mean you don’t get it? I said to her at one point, and she told me the painter had never
taken her to his studio. I laughed at this. Well, that’s a shame, I said. Seems like he kept a piece
of himself from you, too. Explaining the painter’s canvases to this actress was a kind of tonic. By
the end of the tour, in the middle of this crowded opening, the actress was crying. She just kept
apologizing over and over, and I refused to hug her, or even really accept her apology. I just left
the gallery, left her there in her ruined make-up and hoped that a car would hit her the next time
she crossed the street.
I saw the dinner party hostess again, though, and that woman volunteered news of the
actress. The actress had gotten a divorce, moved to Los Angeles, and started working in
television. The whole thing was so sordid. The painter married a woman twenty years his junior.
They have two children now. I ran into the family one time at Chelsea Market, and the wife
looked so harried. The children were crawling all over her and the painter was just walking
ahead of the three of them, oblivious to any strife behind. I thought about how miserable one
man could make all the women around him. I never slept with another man, and I can’t tell you
I’ve ever regretted it.”
I looked at Eleanor and thought, for the first time, that she was my own distraction from
something, but that I’d rather be distracted by her than by anything else in the world. Didn’t
everyone need a distraction, after all? How could you just move through your days, one after
another, facing it all head-on?
“Can I read some of your pages?” I said.
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Eleanor brought her manuscript out of the study that lay beyond the bathroom. The pages
detailed her upbringing in Connecticut and her parents’ conservative sympathies. Eleanor
recollected her first awareness of politics. At five years old, in 1955, Eleanor was an only child;
her parents had had a son before she was born, but he’d died of polio. One night at dinner,
Eleanor heard her parents discussing the murder of Emmett Till. She heard her father wonder if
the boy had actually done something to the white woman, even if it wasn’t ‘out-and-out’ rape.
‘Of course not,’ Eleanor’s mother had said. ‘Maybe she wanted more attention from him than he
gave to her.’ ‘What?’ Eleanor’s father had said. ‘Like, some kind of sick fantasy of hers,’
Eleanor’s mother had said. According to the pages, Eleanor’s nascent awareness of the links
between violence and desire started that day. Hatred was about fear—white men fearing Black
men’s encroachment on their women—and blame was about refusing to look your own desire in
the eye. Women sometimes shouted ‘he looked at me the wrong way!’ when in fact they wanted
to be seen. ‘She wanted it!’ men yelled when they wanted the women in question.
“What do you think?” Eleanor asked me. She was perched on the edge of her chair, her
body bent towards mine.
It was the first time, I thought, that she’d really sought my opinion. I was the first person
to look at these pages, and I realized that she cared what I said next. My words could shape this
document, whatever it turned out to become.
“Honestly, I’m a little confused,” I said. “You’re claiming to know what all these people
really wanted? It feels like it’s veering more into a psychology than a history, I guess. And it has
me wondering about a solution: How can you ever be totally aware of your own desires, if we
don’t ever want what we think we want? And how are you supposed to become a better person if
all that remains so hidden from you? ”
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Eleanor looked at me. “How do you know that doesn’t come later in the book?” she said.
“Well, does it?” I said.
Eleanor laughed. I guess you’ll have to stay on until the end.
“And it’s a lot of ideas here, but what about more of your own story? Why isn’t there
more of you on the page? I mean, we read this and we think, ‘Where’s Eleanor? Who’s Eleanor
actually?’”
Eleanor smiled sideways at me. “That’s what you want to know,” she said.
“Yeah!” I said. “I mean, it’s a book about you.”
Eleanor sighed. “I hate writing about myself.”
“But you’re writing an autobiography!” I said.
“No one can see themselves clearly,” Eleanor said. “I thought maybe that’s where you’d
come in and help.”
It took me a moment to realize what Eleanor was asking me to do: tell her who she really
was. And she thought me capable of the task.
“All right, all right,” I said. “I’ll help you.” I thought about the afternoons I could spend
with Eleanor, helping her conjure memories so we could render her clearly on the page. I would
get to shape this vision of Eleanor that would live on and become the official version of Eleanor.
It didn’t strike me as strange, at the time, that she wasn’t asking this favor of a peer—someone
who had known her longer. She wanted a fawning portrayal, and I was a fawn. At least, she
thought so.
“I’ll pay you, of course,” Eleanor said. “For however long it takes.”
But before we started, I had something I needed to ask.
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“When do you get to the bomb?” I said. “If I’m going to help you, I want to hear about
what really happened, first.”
Eleanor sighed. “You and that stupid bomb,” she said. “I haven’t written that part of the
story yet. I’ll tell it all to you myself. But I apologize in advance—it’s going to be a long story.”
So on New Year’s Day, while the streets stayed quiet and grates concealed many of the
shops outside, closed for the holiday, Eleanor sank back in her chair and finally told me the
longest story she’d told me so far, about how she’d come to set off a bomb. She entered a kind of
trance-like state, as though she was narrating the details of someone else’s life. And maybe she
was. Eleanor was one thing to me and one thing to Sunny and a different thing to Tracy. There
were so many various Eleanors that I wondered how the woman herself could keep track.
##############
In the winter of 1971, Eleanor Johnston received a letter from Radcliffe, accepting her
into their 1972 freshman class. She’d never gotten such a formal piece of mail; the gilded
heading and the wax seal made her feel as though someone out there thought she was an adult.
She thought that person was probably wrong, but she wasn’t about to argue.
Eleanor taped the letter to her parents’ fridge, and her mother baked her a chocolate layer
cake to celebrate. When the Cornell acceptance arrived, Eleanor threw it out immediately. She’d
already started drifting off in her high school courses, fantasizing about the walks she’d take in
Cambridge Square, the fish and chips she’d eat by the harbor, the paintings she’d see in old
museums, and the way she’d stare up at the windows of some charming, old brick building that
she’d call her home. At Radcliffe, Eleanor would be three hours from her parents’ home in
Connecticut—just far enough that they couldn’t drop in for the day, but close enough that she
could go home for the weekend if she wanted to do laundry in their washroom.
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Eleanor was a promising math student and planned to work towards a PhD. She’d always
loved the quiet seriousness of libraries and old stone buildings, both of which she equated with
academia. When she heard the words “ivory tower,” she thought of fairy tale castles and
princesses with endless, flowing hair. Her primary fantasy of the university, however, involved
studying in a dim library, locking eyes with a boy across a few tables, then wordlessly moving
towards the stacks, where they’d make love against books on Leibniz and Descartes without
even asking each other’s names. Eleanor wasn’t sure what exactly happened after that. Probably
one of two things: Either they learned each other’s names and remained together forever, or they
never saw each other again.
The dorms had just gone co-ed, which Eleanor’s mother did not like, but Eleanor’s father
acknowledged that times were changing, and perhaps this would give Eleanor better odds in the
long run.
“Odds for what?” Eleanor’s mother said. The trio were sitting on stools at the kitchen
island, watching a red kettle start to steam.
Eleanor’s father shrugged. “You know, she’ll meet Harvard men, and then they’ll help her
out when she starts looking for jobs in academia.”
Mrs. Johnston stared at Mr. Johnston like he was dumb. “I don’t think that’s what will
happen at all,” she said.
Eleanor was 17, and it wasn’t a job that she wanted, at least not yet. She wanted to study
math, and she wanted to get laid.

Mr. Johnston dropped Eleanor off on a cloudy, late August day. He lugged her suitcases
up to her dorm room, kissed her on the cheek, looked around the quad at the co-eds playing
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volleyball, and said: “Have fun. Study hard.” By the time two Augusts had passed, his dear
daughter had ruined one man’s life, ventured from coast to coast, become a petty thief,
contracted some venereal disease, and even helped set off a bomb that killed one boy and blew
off another’s leg.

Throughout the first few weeks of the semester, Eleanor excelled to the top of her two
math courses—calculus and linear algebra. She wore gingham dresses and conservative plaid
skirts, wore her straight hair in a neat braid, sat in the front row, raised her hand when
appropriate, and visited her professors’ office hours to discuss difficult problems.
“So, like, here,” Eleanor said, “am I doing that correctly?” Most of the time, she knew
that she was.
Eleanor loved watching a chalkboard fill with equations and shaded volumes, axes and
variables. Her professors progressed from step to step in a problem, alternating between wild
scribbling and quick turns to their audience as they explained their rationale. The whole,
exuberant lecture became a pleasing choreography of reason and sense.
What Eleanor loved most about math was its sense of contingency. The whole point was
to develop an equation that perfectly described an image or curve that extended across the
coordinate plane. And if you tweaked an equation in a particular way, the shape shifted in a
predictable manner.
But Eleanor found she was good in other subjects as well. She shone in her required
literature courses—she’d taken two just to quickly get them out of the way—but these, she found
to be a joke. All her peers took themselves so seriously as they developed unsubstantiated ideas
in their own minds, finding textual evidence to defend them. One student could argue one point,
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another could argue the opposite, and if they backed up their claims with the proper quotes, they
could both be right. By looking out over her classes, Eleanor liked guessing exactly who’d argue
that one book or poem was really about workers’ rights and the collective, who’d say it was
about men’s plights in the age of feminism, and who’d talk, at length, about dissecting narrative
frameworks.
All these people’s “truths,” Eleanor thought, weren’t really truths at all, just painfully
wrought arguments, about characters and settings who didn’t truly exist, which simply reflected
the students’ own value systems and beliefs. If you said something about how Madame Bovary
was a text about capitalism via exquisite descriptions of objects, that was fine, and if you said it
actually undermined the validity of private land ownership that could work too, and if you said
Flaubert was sexist, the professor wouldn’t necessarily tell you that you were wrong, and if you
wanted to read the whole thing as a feminist text, you could do that as well. No one really cared
what Flaubert thought, or meant. So Eleanor enjoyed sitting in the back row of these courses and
just watching other people argue.
When it came time to write a paper, and develop her own argument, Eleanor had no
trouble either. She decided Emma Bovary was the prototype for the bored 1950s housewife and
found herself, more or less, writing about her mother. Eleanor read some feminist theory, less
taking it to heart than manipulating it for her own argument, and she received an “A.”

Across the quad, which shone in the late summer sunlight, Eleanor saw girls lying around
in plaid pants and dresses buckled at the waist, trench coats and oversized hoop earrings, long
printed muumuus and button-downs tied in knots just above the navel. Girls played volleyball or
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marked up passages of their textbooks, wove flowers through each other’s hair or kissed boys
who lay beside them.
Eleanor stood in the shade of an old sycamore, listening to the leaves rustle. She’d met
the other students throughout her dorm, and at the beginning of her classes, she always spoke to
the students who sat next to her. But she hadn’t yet really made a friend.
Throughout high school, Eleanor had spent time with nice, quiet, studious girls whose
mothers baked cookies when she came over, whose fathers arrived home around 6pm, from the
office, in suits and ties. These other girls were now enrolled at universities along the East Coast,
though only Eleanor had won a seat at Radcliffe, the most prestigious of them all.
Eleanor thought that this time around, she should be more careful about whom she
befriended. She had no interest in sitting around the dining hall, sipping tea and talking about
skirt lengths and baking projects, knitting and gardening, theorems and theory, marriage and the
women’s movement, Vietnam and Nixon, or anything, really, at all. Eleanor just wasn’t
interested in chat. She felt she’d be bored around most of these girls, whose genuine enthusiasm
for their coursework, sincere love for their parents, and devotion to the university itself felt
childish. No, Eleanor thought, she’d rather find a girl to whom she could tell all her secrets, with
whom she could really get in trouble.

The fifth week of school, Eleanor identified the man to whom she wanted to lose her
virginity. She saw him while she stared out the window of her dorm, down at a green bench
below. The man had big, curly dark hair and wore all white athletic clothing. Cotton sweatbands
circled his wrist and forehead, and he held a tennis racket across his lap. He wasn’t especially tall
or tan, but by the way he threw his arms across the back of the bench, Eleanor sensed he had an
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easy way about him. And from the window, she could also make out white teeth and a soft smile.
A woman sat next to him, but she had big, curly, dark hair too; she also had an angular intensity
to her, and she crossed her arms and scowled as the man lightly hit her on the shoulder. By the
way their bodies inclined towards each other, Eleanor guessed they weren’t a couple at all—just
siblings.
Eleanor recognized the woman, Mallory, from one of her literature lectures. Mallory sat
in front, raised her hand often, and mostly seemed interested in the way Milton depicted Eve.
“Well, he’s certainly not arguing with the idea that it was all Eve’s fault,” Mallory said.
The professor argued that it wasn’t always helpful to view a 17th century text through
such a contemporary lens. You had to understand the context in which the author wrote the piece.
“Well,” Mallory said, apparently pretending to take this in. “Did men like women any
better back then?” Some context, Mallory seemed to be saying, never really changed.
Eleanor had no interest in Milton. She’d found epic poetry impossible in general, but this
course was required for freshmen. The next time their lecture let out, Eleanor approached
Mallory. Papers shuffled into purses around her, the room resuming its low, collegial buzz after
the professor had stopped speaking.
“Mallory, right?” Eleanor said. The pair walked out to the quad, into the dazzling
September sunlight.
“Yeah,” Mallory said. From her dorm window, Eleanor hadn’t noticed how expensive
everything about Mallory looked. Her leather jacket shone, her bell bottoms fit perfectly, and her
boots were unscuffed. She wore round glasses with thick, black rims, which perched below wild,
bushy eyebrows. Mallory’s curls bounced in a way that Eleanor assumed took hours to perfect.
Her features were too heavy for Eleanor to really call her beautiful; instead, Eleanor thought, the
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girl looked more like she belonged in one of those art house films advertised on flyers that hung
outside the campus women’s bathrooms. Not that Eleanor had ever gone to one of these
screenings—she’d spent most of her time in the library and observing other people around the
quad.
“I’ve been looking for someone to give me tennis lessons,” Eleanor said. “You’re friends
with that guy with the racket, right? With curly, dark hair? I’ve seen him walking around the
lawn.”
Mallory squinted at Eleanor, and for a moment Eleanor thought she’d miscalculated, that
she’d gone about this all wrong.
“He’s my older brother and he’s kind of an idiot,” Mallory said. “He only got in here
because they wanted him on the team. But if you want me to introduce you, sure. That’s your
funeral.”

Mallory invited Eleanor to sit next to her during their lecture the following week. The
vantage was certainly different, Eleanor thought, up with Mallory near the front of the room. The
other students in the class simultaneously bent towards and away from Mallory, who seemed
mostly oblivious to anything except the lecture and the points that she herself wanted to make.
“It’s not really paradise, is it, if Satan’s there disguised as a snake,” Mallory said as they
packed up. “How could it be paradise if someone still feels tempted to sin? It sounds boring to
me. Anyway, Eve ate the apple trying to become a god, and she became—what—deeply human?
That sounds better than all that good and evil stuff.”
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Eleanor, who hadn’t taken any of this too seriously, found this a strange perspective.
“Come on,” she said. “Given the opportunity to live in some paradise garden as a kind of god,
you wouldn’t take it?”
“Nope,” Mallory said. “I guess one person’s paradise can be another person’s hell. But
Eve clearly wasn’t all that happy or she wouldn’t have listened to the snake. My view on the
whole thing: Adam wasn’t enough for her. God built her to keep him company. But what did she
get? No special considerations like that.”
Eleanor wondered what Mallory could possibly be so angry about. She looked perfect
and seemed entirely unconcerned with how others viewed her. Eleanor had seen men eye her in
class. Other students hushed when she spoke up. When Mallory and David sat or walked next to
each other, Eleanor sensed some kind of golden halo around the two of them. Mallory was
potent, and entirely oblivious to the fact.
Mallory led Eleanor across the quad, towards her brother’s dorm.
She knocked and said, “it’s me!” with a kind of intimacy that Eleanor envied. She
realized how nice it would feel to have someone recognize her by the sound of her voice.
Eleanor hadn’t yet been in any boys’ dorm rooms. David’s space smelled like sweat and
toothpaste. Eleanor breathed it in; it didn’t bother her, at all. In fact she liked it. A deep, brown
stain spread on the nubby carpet beneath David’s desk. Posters of the tennis greats—Tony
Trabert, Roy Emerson—lined his walls, and old paperbacks piled up next to his bed.
And there was David, lying on the bed itself. Up close, Eleanor could see the curls of his
leg hair, emerging above his long white socks. From the doorway, Eleanor could see that they
were worn at the bottom. His hands rested behind his head, exposing the yellow armpits of his
tee. He was imperfect, Eleanor thought, and entirely unshy about it.
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“Who are you?” David said, looking Eleanor up and down.
“Eleanor. She’s in my Milton lecture. She wants tennis lessons,” Mallory said.
“Have you played before?” David said, propping himself up.
Eleanor shook her head.
“I’m David. Nice to meet you,” David said. “Lots of other guys on the tennis team,
though. Why ask me?”
Mallory looked at Eleanor, whose face had gone blank. Eleanor couldn’t explain herself.
“She’s a friend of mine and I recommended you. Would get you out of this pig sty.”
Mallory kicked at a rogue sock.
Eleanor looked at Mallory. “A friend,” Mallory had said. Eleanor hadn’t realized that
Mallory might be just as in need of a friend as she was.
“All right,” David said. “I’ll do it. For you, sis.”
Brother and sister smiled at each other, and Eleanor felt a little jealous. She wanted to
feel as immediately close with each of them as they already felt with each other. Eleanor had
grown up without siblings, and she often thought about that other language she was missing—the
one that existed in your childhood home, but away from your parents.
And what about Mallory and David’s parents? As Eleanor got to know Mallory, Mallory
offered details in clipped, minimal bits and only spoke about them if Eleanor asked directly.
Which of course only made Eleanor more curious and eager to hear David’s side of the story.

For the remainder of the early fall, whenever David wasn’t away for a match, down at
Yale or Dartmouth or wherever, he taught Eleanor how to play tennis on the Harvard courts. And
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there were so many—indoor courts, outdoor courts, half-covered courts, boxes and boxes of
students serving and receiving, littered with neon balls.
David instructed Eleanor to run up to the net, to carefully position her eyes as she
followed through with a stroke, to anticipate a return. It was an unconventional way to attract
someone, Eleanor knew: She was all sweaty by the end of the lesson. But so was he, and they
were always in good moods, slightly spent, when they finished. As the lessons wore on, Eleanor
became more strategic about just how messy she’d let her ponytail get, how short a skirt she
wanted to wear, and the ways in which she stuck the tennis balls up her skirt against her thigh,
then brought them back out again.
Eleanor’s father sent David checks for his efforts, even if David didn’t need
them—Eleanor learned, one afternoon, when she asked whether Mallory and David’s parents
would come up for visiting day, that the siblings’ father ran a very successful commercial real
estate firm in Manhattan.
“Is that what you’ll do after school?” Eleanor asked. The pair sat on the quad and
quenched themselves with ice water.
“God, I hope not,” David said. “I never want to wear a suit.”
“So what, then?” Eleanor said.
“Literature professor, maybe,” David said. “Country club tennis pro.”
“Literature professor?” Eleanor said. “You’ll still have to wear a suit.”
“I’ll grow out a mustache. Buy some tweed. Take undergraduate lovers. Make sure a pen
always leaks into the pocket of my button-down,” David said. Eleanor laughed. The truth was
that she cared less about hearing David’s plans for the future than she did about hearing more
details of the siblings’ lives before Harvard; Mallory’s reticence to share had made her more
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curious than ever and, now that she was among the “ivory towers” about which she’d once
fantasized, Eleanor’s curiosities had drifted towards what David and Mallory had, which she
didn’t: extreme wealth, in a city of eight million people.
“I’m hungry,” Eleanor said, and David walked her over to a slushie machine he
frequented, then to a bench by the water, and finally back to his dorm room. Eleanor lied, saying
she’d had sex once, with a friend of her father’s, and David nodded, though she could tell he
didn’t believe her.
As they lay in bed that first afternoon, David explained that as a child, Mallory had been
weak. She wore thick glasses and suffered from allergies. Their father was always trying to
toughen her up. He’d gone too far, David thought, trying to make Mallory into some kind of
man, because he couldn’t bear it if his daughter turned out like his wife—a moody alcoholic
who’d never graduated college or worked a day in her life. David noted that the harsh assessment
wasn’t his own, but the warped perspective of his father. Even he, David, scholar athlete, was
hardly man enough for his father. But the father had had an easier time beating any sweetness out
of Mallory than he had out of David. Early on, David had realized that girls liked any softness he
still had. That was what his father missed, David thought—it wasn’t attractive to be so masculine
and hard, so entirely on one side of any spectrum.
By Halloween, Eleanor spent most of her days either in bed with David or in the library
with Mallory, breaking for meals with both of them. Mallory and David were always feuding
over some literary point—whether anyone still needed to read Milton at all, why there were no
women poets on a syllabus—and Eleanor watched the arguments with pleasure, often siding with
Mallory but denying that to David when they were alone later. “Of course you’re right,” she’d
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say to him, as he continued to argue his point long after Mallory, his real competitor, had left the
table.
“Since he started seeing you, he’s expected less from me, so thank you,” Mallory said to
Eleanor. Eleanor was confused by Mallory’s meaning here, but whatever it was, she was pleased
to help.

The issue, of course, was that by sleeping with David, it became impossible for Mallory
to be the girl to whom Eleanor told all her secrets. Mallory had no interest in hearing about
Eleanor’s sexual endeavors with her brother or about the boys to whom—despite her loyalty to
David—Eleanor still found herself attracted. As soon as she’d begun sleeping with David, she’d
begun looking around the quad anew, at all the other boys who might want her too. At Jefferson
Broch, who sometimes stuttered when he spoke; at Kevin Frazier, who teased her by calling her
“Ellie” (he was the only person on campus who’d given her a nickname); at Colby Jackson,
whom she’d caught staring at her in calculus once. Just this one campus was full of (at least
three) boys who may want to sleep with her. When Eleanor thought about what the percentages
might be like in the larger world, she got dizzy. But she felt safe with David and insulated from
other girls by her relationship with Mallory, so all she did was look. And hit Kevin Frazier
lightly on the arm sometimes, and say, “Kevinnnnn, stoppppp,” when he called her “Ellie.”
As for a confidante, Eleanor told certain details to a woman down the hall named Carrie
Blank. Eleanor would walk into Carrie Blank’s room and confide some detail of a recent sexual
endeavor with David as though she was just dropping off a textbook. And Carrie Blank would
giggle and return the favor by telling Eleanor about any of her own recent conquests. This was
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the extent of their relationship—Eleanor never learned where Carrie Blank came from, but she
recite the list of Carrie’s past sexual partners in its entirety.
Eleanor felt that what David had told her about his upbringing was private; she couldn’t
just ask Mallory if it was all true without betraying David. But gradually, she wheedled more
information out about her friend’s childhood.
The pair lay out on the quad, atop fallen leaves, hearing them crunch and fracture.
Mallory was making fun of the boy in their class who always said, “question!” before he started
asking one. She moved on to the girl who’d accidentally flung her pencil when she gave an
impassioned defense of some novel character.
“It’s like she doesn’t even realize that’s not an actual person,” Mallory said. “You gotta
avoid people like that, who can’t tell what’s real and what’s fiction. Their values are all skewed,
and soon they’re making up stories in their heads about you too.”
Eleanor stared at Mallory, who’d given such impassioned defenses in the Milton course,
although, to be fair, Mallory did always chalk up a portrayal to an author’s idea, instead of
condemning or defending the person on the page.
“Did that happen to you?” Eleanor said. “Someone making up stories about you?”
Mallory had turned her head away from Eleanor. She was staring towards the street, her
cheek pressed to the grass, when she said, “sure, my mother.”
It was the most intimate admission Mallory had ever made. “What kinds of stories?”
Eleanor said.
“Oh, you know,” Mallory said, though Eleanor of course didn’t. “Stories about my
intentions, mostly. That I was jealous of David when I was young. That there was something
wrong with me because I wanted to sit inside and read all day while David was out in the sun,
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playing with his friends. And now she thinks I’m drinking too much. Ha! I’m drinking less than
she is.”
Eleanor felt some doubt about the severity of all this: David and Mallory had such an
ease about them, some gravitational pull, that Eleanor just couldn’t believe their childhoods
hadn’t been beautiful. When Eleanor pictured the pair as children, she saw them bundled in
expensive coats, huddled beneath an awning on the Upper East Side, the bellhop smiling down
and handing them candy canes. Before Eleanor could ask any more, Mallory changed the topic.
“David got a letter to report to the draft board, and he hasn’t told our parents yet.”
Eleanor sat up. “What? He didn’t tell me that.”
“It just happened,” Mallory said, “last night. He’s going to ignore this one, but he can’t
escape them forever.” Eleanor lay there, anxious that Mallory knew this, and David hadn’t yet
told her. Mallory said she was going to go back to her room. Eleanor had inspired her to write a
poem about her mother. The whole conversation had made Mallory remember what the woman
smelled like—red berries and alcohol.
Eleanor appeared at David’s door, but he wouldn’t talk about the draft notice. He was
going to ignore it. He hadn’t told Eleanor because he didn’t want to think about it. Mallory had
simply seen it when she came over the night before to give David a sweatshirt back.
“She didn’t mention that,” Eleanor said. “She made it sound like you’d told her before
you told me.”
David shook his head. That wasn’t it at all, he said.

Mallory was quiet about her own romantic interests, and Eleanor began to wonder if
Mallory liked girls. With so many other girls on campus (besides the ones who were proudly out
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lesbians), boys would be the first topic of conversation. And this transcended major and level of
political affiliation and socioeconomic background. So Mallory’s initial silence on the subject
confounded Eleanor.
But on Halloween, Mallory disappeared from a party for hours while David and Eleanor
danced on the floor of a crowded co-op, dressed—thanks to Mallory’s goading—as a cockroach
(David) and Grete Samsa (Eleanor). Mallory herself had dressed as “the woman in furs” from the
portrait hanging in Gregor Samsa’s room.
“Where’s your sister!” Eleanor yelled over the music, which had just shifted from Dylan
to Bowie.
“Why are you always asking about my sister!” David yelled back.
Eleanor realized, at that moment, just how dependent she’d become on the other girl.
Without Mallory around, Eleanor felt bare out in public.
“Never mind!” Eleanor said.
“She probably went to that professor’s house!” David said.
“What!” Eleanor said, thinking she’d maybe misheard due to the bumping music.
“I’ll tell you later!” David said.
So the pair listened to Bowie sing about pretty things, Eleanor not so much hearing the
individual words as letting the music wash over her. But by the end of the song, she’d picked up
the words and sang along with the crowd: “Oh you pretty things, oh you pretty things. Don’t you
know you’re driving your Mamas and Papas insane.”
A boy next to Eleanor and David swished his hair around and belted out the words. A girl
with a cut just like Bowie’s swung him around and dipped him to the floor. As the song ended,
someone spilled punch across the co-op floor and a whole group in a corner cheered.
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“I need some air,” Eleanor said, and the pair sat on the stoop, letting the late October
breeze cool their sweat.
“Sometimes I feel like you love Mallory more than you love me,” David said.
“What?” Eleanor said. “I’m sleeping with you.” She smoothed one of David’s cockroach
antennas away from his face. “Anyway, sometimes I feel like you love her more than you love
me.”
“She’s my sister, it’s different,” David said. “But it’s like you want to know her more than
you want to know me.”
“Not true,” Eleanor lied. She kissed him on the cheek. “I love you. You know that.”
David sighed. “Mallory’s sleeping with her Western Civ TA,” he said. “Something about
the defenestration of Prague really did it to her.”
“What?” Eleanor said. She was terrible with history. If you’d asked her, she couldn’t tell
you anything about how Europe had formed, or youth culture had developed, or the United
States got settled. In her mind, there was just the present, the way things were, without any
appreciation of the various forces that had conspired to make them that way.
“It’s about a window,” David said. “I was kidding. But Mallory went to her graduate
teaching assistant’s office hours to ask some questions about some uprising, and she and the TA
got in some heated argument and started kissing or something, and she’s been sleeping with him
ever since.”
“Since when?” Eleanor said. “She didn’t tell me any of this.”
David shrugged. “I think she’s ashamed. Thinks that if people know, they’ll think that’s
why she’s getting an ‘A.’”
“She’d get an ‘A’ anyway,” Eleanor said.
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“I don’t think that’s the point,” David said.
Eleanor didn’t dare tell David how hurt she was that Eleanor wouldn’t confide any of this
in her, that she’d tell her brother but not Eleanor.
“Don’t say anything to her about it,” David said. “She’d kill me.”
Eleanor didn’t say anything to Mallory, but it wasn’t because David had asked her not to.
Instead, she felt that Mallory’s not knowing that Eleanor knew about the TA situation gave
Eleanor some power. It was like dramatic irony, with the audience knowing something the
characters onstage didn’t. Sometimes, it was better to be in the audience.

Just after the first snow coated the quad, David received a second notice from the draft
board. He needed to show up for a health assessment in two weeks. If he didn’t report, soldiers
were going to seek him out. Eleanor found David and Mallory huddled together, in David’s dorm
room.
“What are you going to do?” Eleanor said. “Can’t your father get you out of this?”
David said no. He’d gotten into a terrible fight with his father—about politics, the war,
and David’s future in general—and he didn’t want to get him involved. Eleanor wondered why
David hadn’t told her about this fight and assumed he’d discussed everything, instead, with
Mallory. Not for the first time, Eleanor felt anger burbling within her. Every time something like
this happened, the rage built. All she wanted was for David to come to her before he went to
Mallory. It seemed impossible for him to do, and Eleanor could never tell whether this was
David’s fault or whether Mallory encouraged this behavior.
“You’d rather go to war?” Eleanor said, incredulous.
David shrugged. “What else can I do? Go to Mexico? Canada?”
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“Yes!” Eleanor said. “Exactly.”
It was Mallory who came up with the idea: She and Eleanor and David would all get
really drunk, then together Mallory and Eleanor would help wrench David’s arm from his socket,
so he’d be unfit for service when he went in front of the draft board the next week.
“That’s crazy!” Eleanor said. “You’ll never play tennis again!” Her anger at him partially
melted away. She thought about the days she’d spent on the court with David, of the first time
she’d ever seen him in his blindingly white clothing.
Mallory shrugged. “It’ll give you gravitas,” she said.
“No!” Eleanor said. She hated to think of David handicapped. She wondered if she’d still
love him if she could never again see him do the thing at which he was best.
“Call your father,” Eleanor said.
“Grow up,” Mallory said to her brother. “We can handle this ourselves.”
“Call your fucking father!” Eleanor said. “I’ll call him myself.”
She took the phone off David’s wall.
“What’s his number?” she said. Neither sibling responded, and she yelled it this time:
“What is his number!” David told her, and Eleanor dialed the Meyers’ home. But it was Mrs.
Meyers who answered.
“Hello?” she said airily. “Meyers residence.”
Eleanor hurriedly explained the situation to the woman, who didn’t interject or gasp at
any moment.
“Honey, my husband’s away on business,” Mrs. Meyers said. “David’s an adult. I’m sure
he can deal with this himself. Is Mallory there to help?”
Eleanor thought she heard Mrs. Meyers slur her words.
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“He’s your son!” Eleanor said.
“We’re rich,” Mrs. Meyers said. “But how many favors do you think we can actually call
in?”
“That’s ridiculous,” Eleanor said. “This seems like the exact favor to call in.”
“We have no power, I have no power, you have no power,” Mrs. Meyers said. She
giggled. “The whole country’s going to hell.”
Eleanor hung up, stunned.
“Rewarding conversation with the ice queen?” Mallory said.
Eleanor looked at the brother and sister anew.
“The thing is,” Mallory said. “Nothing will disturb her more than seeing her little boy
hurt. This will gut her, but only when she’s sober.”
So Eleanor, Mallory, and David took shots from David’s bottle of vodka, one after the
other, and Mallory put on some Velvet Underground record, and as the song got discordant, he
lay down on the bed and Eleanor and Mallory straddled him and wrenched his arm around his
back, then yanked. At first Eleanor was tentative, but Mallory yelled at her—“Harder! You’re
saving his life!”—and then she pulled with all her strength, accumulated over those sunny
months of groundstrokes.
David bit his pillow to muffle his screams. When he sat up, after it was all finished,
Eleanor saw glassy tears in his eyes. She’d never hurt anyone like that—not even close. David
and Eleanor stared at each other, and it wasn’t until David said, “you’re not going to give me a
kiss after that? A hug?” that she realized she hadn’t responded to the whole thing appropriately at
all. She kissed him on the lips, but the gesture was cold.
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“It’s been a strange night,” Eleanor said. “We should all go to sleep.” She left David’s
room before even Mallory did. The next week, David was deemed unfit for service. He put his
arm into a sling and told his coach he’d be out for the season.
The sounds David had made, when he was in pain, haunted Eleanor throughout her
calculus lectures and dining hall meals, her time in bed with David and alone. She heard his
muffled anguish when she went to bed, and when she woke up in the morning. To some degree,
it invigorated her. That kind of desperation felt real, in a way that the manicured lawns of the
quad and her mother’s spotless kitchen and Mallory’s beautiful clothes never had. Looking back
on it, Eleanor often thought that that vodka-drenched night, listening to Lou Reed’s voice
accelerate, was really the beginning of her life.

